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AbStrAct

Personnel from Prewitt and Associates, Inc., conducted archeological site assessments and 
survey at Aquilla Lake from November to December 2010 in preparation for a pool raise planned 
by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Fort Worth District. The proposed pool raise could potentially 
raise the conservation pool level of the lake by 6.5 ft. Field investigations revisited and reevaluated 
41 previously recorded sites and surveyed 10 previously unsurveyed areas (180 total acres) within 
the confines of the proposed 6.5-ft conservation pool raise. The investigations consolidated 8 of the 
41 previously recorded sites into 3, therefore reassessments are given for 36 sites. In addition, 3 new 
sites were recorded within the 10 previously unsurveyed areas. Of the 39 sites assessed in this report, 
5 (41HI74/114, 41HI128, 41HI134, 41HI146, and 41HI169) are recommended as being potentially 
eligible for listing in the National Register of Historic Places (under Criterion D) pending additional 
investigations. Of these 5 sites, only 41HI74/114, 41HI134, and 41HI146 will be adversely impacted 
by the 6.5-ft pool raise and therefore warrant additional investigations.
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introduction

Personnel from Prewitt and Associates, 
Inc., conducted archeological site assessments 
and survey at Aquilla Lake from November 1 
to December 17, 2010, in preparation for a pool 
raise planned by the U.S. Army Corps of Engi-
neers, Fort Worth District (Figures 1 and 2). The 
proposed pool raise could potentially raise the 
conservation pool level of the lake by 6.5 ft. Field 
investigations revisited and reevaluated 41 
previously recorded sites and surveyed 10 previ-
ously unsurveyed areas (180 total acres) within 
the confines of the proposed 6.5-ft conservation 
pool raise. The investigations consolidated 8 of 
the 41 previously recorded sites into 3, therefore 
reassessments are given for 36 sites. In addition, 
3 new sites were recorded within the 10 previ-
ously unsurveyed areas.

Field investigations were performed in ac-
cordance with the provisions of the Secretary 
of the Interior’s Standards and Guidelines for 
Archeology and Historic Preservation (48 FR 
44716-42) and Section 106 of the National 
Historic Preservation Act of 1966, as amended 
(P.L. 96-515); the National Environmental Policy 
Act of 1969 (P.L. 90-190); the Archeological and 
Historical Preservation Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-291); 
and Executive Order No. 11593 (“Protection and 
Enhancement of the Cultural Environment”).

This report presents the results of these 
investigations. The first section provides en-
vironmental background information on the 
climate, geology, geomorphology, and flora and 
fauna of the area. A brief summary of the pre-
vious investigations conducted in the Aquilla 
Lake area are also provided. The next section 
discusses the objectives and methods of investi-
gation. The following section presents the results 
of the investigations. The final section provides 
assessments and recommendations for the sites 
investigated during this project. An appendix 
presents the results of shovel tests excavated 
onsite and offsite.

climate

The climate of north-central Texas is humid 
subtropical, with hot summers and mild con-
tinental-influenced winters. The winter mean 
daily temperature is around 47°F, with an aver-
age daily minimum temperature around 36°F. 
During the hot summers, temperatures average 

83°F daily, and the average daily maximum 
temperature is 95°F. Annual precipitation for 
the area averages 86.36 cm (34 inches), with 
the majority falling as rain in the spring and 
summer months. Winds prevail from the south 
throughout the year except for incursions of 
arctic air masses during the winter (Brooks 
1978:2; Natural Fibers Information Center 
1987:239–240).

geology, Physiography, and 
Soils

Hill County is in a region where three major 
physiographic provinces converge: the Grand 
Prairie, the Blackland Prairie, and the Eastern 
Cross Timbers. Geologically, the Grand Prairie 
rests on a western band of Lower Cretaceous 
hard limestone, while the underlying bedrock 
of the Blackland Prairie is composed of Upper 
Cretaceous marls and chalks (Hill 1900:65–72). 
The difference is expressed in the flat terrain 
and shallow soils of the Grand Prairie, which 
is in contrast to the rolling landscape and deep 
black calcareous soils of the Blackland Prairie. 
These two regions are separated by the Eastern 
Cross Timbers, a thin sliver of dense oak forests 
extending southward from the Red River to the 
Waco area. The Eastern Cross Timbers devel-
oped on deep sandy soils derived from the Upper 
Cretaceous Woodbine Formation (Hayward et al. 
1996:1–7)(Figure 3).

Upper Cretaceous formations, consisting 
of the Woodbine Formation and the overlying 
Eagle Ford Group, which is comprised of the 
Lake Waco and South Bosque Formations, are 
exposed along the margins of Aquilla Lake 
(Barnes 1979). The Woodbine Formation is char-
acterized by fine-grained sandstones with some 
clay and shale, while the Eagle Ford Group is 
made up of limestones and shales. Sandy and 
loamy soils developed on the Woodbine Forma-
tion belong to the Gasil, Konsil, and Crosstell 
series (Brooks 1978). Clayey soils of the Houston 
Black, Heiden, and Altoga series formed on the 
Eagle Ford Group. 

flora and fauna

Hill County is located within the north cen-
tral portion of the Texan biotic province, where 
the Grand Prairie meets the Eastern Cross Tim-
bers (Blair 1950). The floral and faunal assem-
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figure 1. Project area location map showing proposed 6.5-ft pool elevation raise.
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figure 2. Previously recorded sites and previously unsurveyed areas within the project area. Sites are not 
shown in report copies for public distribution.
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blages tend to overlap with the Austroriparian 
province to the east, with 41 species present in 
both provinces. The Texan province also repre-
sents the eastern limit for several species from 
the west (Blair 1950:101). 

Currently, much of the upland areas around 
Aquilla Lake are used as agricultural fields 
for growing cotton, sorghum, and corn. As a 
result, many of the native grasslands of the 
area have been impacted. Native grasses to the 
area include various bunch grasses such as buf-
falograss (Buchloe dactyloides), big bluestem 
(Andropogon gerardii), switchgrass (Panicum 
virgatum), and indiangrass (Sorghastrum 
nutans) (Austin 2011). These grasses are well 
adapted to the low moisture and hard silty 
clay soils of the prairie. Juxtaposed with the 
grasslands are the Eastern Cross Timbers 
upland forests, where sandy soils and more 
moisture permit dense stands of oaks (Jurney 
1988:344–347). Many areas within the county 
are heavily wooded, with slight differences 
in species between the uplands and stream 
valleys. Common species of trees around Aq-
uilla Lake include post oak (Quercus stellata), 

blackjack oak (Quercus marliandica), live oak 
(Quercus virginiana), juniper (Juniperus ashei), 
American elm (Ulmus americana), cedar elm 
(Ulmus crassifolia), hackberry (sugarberry) 
(Celtis laevigata), and bois d’arc (Maclura 
pomifera). Much of the original vegetation, 
including native grasses and oaks, has been 
modified as a result of modern agricultural 
practices (Brown 1987).

Aquilla Lake and the surrounding areas 
have a variety of habitats and microenviron-
ments that support a diversity of faunal spe-
cies. Present-day species include whitetail deer 
(Odocoileus virginianus), opossum (Didephis 
virginiana), raccoon (Procyon lotor), rabbits 
(Sylvilagus floridanus and S. aquaticus), striped 
skunk (Mephitis mephitis), squirrel (Sciurus sp.), 
coyote (Canis latrans), and turkey (Melagris 
gallopavo), as well as 42 other mammals, 16 
species of lizards, 39 species of snakes, 5 species 
of urodeles, and 13 species of anurans (Blair 
1959:101–102).

Previous investigations have found that 
other large mammals now absent from the area 
were utilized in prehistoric times. These include 

figure 3. view of Cross Timbers environment within the project area.
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bison and pronghorn antelope (Brown 1987:43-
10 and 43-27), although bison and antelope are 
so rarely recovered that their influence on pre-
historic diet was likely minimal. Deer was the 
major source of animal protein during prehis-
toric times (Brown 1987:43-15). Deer are found 
throughout the area in both the Grand Prairie 
and Cross Timbers.

Previous investigations

Aquilla Lake is in the middle Brazos River 
valley, an area traditionally viewed as part of the 
central Texas archeological region (e.g., Prewitt 
1981; Suhm 1960). This region is recognized 
based on decades of investigations at various 
stratified sites throughout the Edwards Plateau, 
its highly dissected eastern and southern mar-
gins, and the margins of physiographic regions to 
the east and south (see Collins [1995] for review). 
Aquilla Lake is on the northern periphery of 
the central Texas archeological region, and the 
archeological record and projectile point style 
sequences suggest influences and contacts with 
areas to the east and northeast (cf., Collins 1995; 
Johnson and Goode 1994).

An understanding of the area’s archeological 
record has been obtained through several large-
scale projects, primarily reservoir salvage proj-
ects. Nearby, large-scale projects include Lake 
Whitney (Jelks 1953, 1962; Stephenson 1947, 
1970), approximately 10 miles to the west, and 
Waco Lake (Collins and Holliday 1985; Duffield 
1959; Mehalchick and Kibler 2008; Prikryl and 
Jackson 1985; Prikryl and Prewitt 1984; Story 
and Shafer 1965) to the south. Salvage projects 
at Aquilla Lake have also contributed to a fuller 
understanding of the archeology of the middle 
Brazos River valley (Brown 1987; Lynott and 
Peter 1977; Skinner et al. 1978; Skinner and 
Henderson 1972). Each of these projects has 
helped to establish the prehistoric cultural se-
quence of the area that is in use today. Generally, 
this cultural sequence is divided into three peri-
ods: Paleoindian, Archaic, and Late Prehistoric, 
and are detailed in Collins (1995), Johnson and 
Goode (1994), and Prewitt (1981, 1985).

The earliest known archeological investiga-
tions to occur in the Aquilla Lake area were those 
conducted by Frank Bryan (1930, 1931, 1937). 
While working as a geologist, he located six 
sites in the Aquilla Lake area (Brown 1987:4-2). 
Numerous other projects and investigations 

were conducted in the area, but the first formal 
investigations to occur at Aquilla Lake began 
in the early 1970s with a survey by Southern 
Methodist University (SMU) (Skinner and 
Henderson 1972). During this survey, a total of 
125 prehistoric archeological sites were recorded 
within the proposed flood pool and alternative 
dam site locations. Skinner and Henderson 
(1972:56) concluded that the small size of the 
sites throughout the Aquilla Creek basin sug-
gested that occupation was influenced by season-
ally specific activities. They also suggested that 
groups utilizing the area probably had large and 
more permanent base camps elsewhere, such as 
along the Brazos River.

Southern Methodist University continued 
work in 1975 with an additional survey and the 
first test excavations1 (Lynott and Peter 1977). 
The survey focused on the finalized (and present) 
reservoir area and dam location. Six new sites 
were recorded and 68 previously recorded sites 
were reevaluated. Test excavations were con-
ducted at 23 sites. Based on these excavations 
and previous surveys, three site types were de-
fined within the lake area: quarries/workshops, 
foraging stations, and seasonal reoccupation 
campsites (Lynott and Peter 1977:110–112). 
Distinctions between the site types were based 
on site size, site location, artifact density, and 
tool diversity. Southern Methodist University 
continued site testing in 1977 and 1978 (Skinner 
et al. 1978). In total, 16 sites were tested. Data 
from those excavations eventually were reana-
lyzed and incorporated into a later mitigation 
report by Brown (1987).

Data recovery excavations at Aquilla Lake 
were carried out by the Texas Archeological 
Survey of the University of Texas at Austin 
in 1979–1980 under the direction of Richard 
P. Watson and again in 1982–1983 under the 
supervision of David O. Brown. These investiga-
tions, combined with reanalyzed data from the 
previous season of testing by SMU, were pub-
lished as a three-volume report (Brown 1987). 
The report presents the results of investigations 

1 The site numbers used at Aquilla Lake and 
reported by SMU (e.g., Lynott and Peter 1977; Skinner 
and Henderson 1972; Skinner et al. 1978) were later 
changed when site trinomials were assigned by the 
Texas Archeological Research Laboratory (TARL). 
Sites mentioned and investigated in this report use 
the TARL site trinomials, though the old SMU site 
numbers are referenced where appropriate. The SMU 
site numbers are distinguished by an x that precedes 
the site number (e.g., x41HI99).
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at 24 sites, including a detailed prehistoric and 
historic research design for the central Brazos 
region. 

Aside from investigations associated with 
the construction of Aquilla Lake, only a few mod-
est archeological studies have been conducted in 
Hill County. Parker Nunley (1977) surveyed the 
proposed locations of six flood-control structures 
and their impoundment areas in the Aquilla 
Creek watershed in Hill County. No sites were 
recorded. James E. Warren (1977) investigated 
another proposed flood-retention structure and 
impoundment area along Little Aquilla Creek 
northwest of the lake. Six sites were recorded, 
41HI97–41HI102. Site 41HI101 was tested to 
determine the full nature of the deposits, but 
excavations determined that the site was not a 
significant archeological resource.

More recently, personnel from Prewitt and 
Associates, Inc., conducted two projects in the 
vicinity of Aquilla Lake. Scott (1998) surveyed 
a small, 3-acre area along the shore of the lake 
for the proposed location of a water supply pump 
station. No new sites were recorded. Arnn and 
Gadus (1999) conducted a survey for a 31-mile 
water pipeline from Aquilla Lake to Lake Pat 
Cleburne in northwestern Hill and south- 
central Johnson counties. A total of seven new 
sites were recorded.

objectiveS And methodS of 
inveStigAtionS

Prefield preparations for the current project 
determined that 41 previously recorded archeo-
logical sites were within, or very near, the 6.5-ft 
pool raise. A review of these sites was conducted 
using the Texas Historical Commission’s Ar-
cheological Sites Atlas and literature from the 
previous archeological investigations conducted 
at Aquilla Lake. Since most of these sites were 
last assessed before the impoundment of the 
lake, it was considered necessary to revisit each 
of the 41 sites.

During prefield preparations, a discrepancy 
was noticed between site locations depicted on 
the Texas Archeological Sites Atlas and files 
provided by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. 
Several site locations indicated by the two 
sources did not match, and several sites over-
lapped in the same location. It was unclear 
which location was correct for some of the 41 
sites, but once on the ground and after visiting 

several sites, it was determined that the site 
locations from the Archeological Sites Atlas were 
correct. In several cases, nothing existed where 
the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers mapping files 
had sites plotted. Therefore, site locations from 
the Archeological Sites Atlas were used for this 
project.

In addition to the previously recorded 
archeological sites, 10 areas within the 6.5-ft 
pool raise zone were identified as unsurveyed 
or not adequately surveyed during previous 
investigations. These areas were identified by 
taking previous survey information from the 
Archeological Sites Atlas, overlaying it on a 
map of the lake depicting the proposed 6.5-ft 
pool raise, and locating the areas that did not 
overlap. Most of these areas were near streams 
and low-lying areas around the lake and totaled 
180 acres. Based on topographic maps alone, 
it could not be determined if these 10 survey 
areas had the potential to contain archeologi-
cal deposits; therefore, it was necessary to visit 
and perform a reconnaissance survey in each 
of the areas, with shovel testing performed 
as needed. Areas identified for survey ranged 
from just less than 2 acres to 74 acres (Table 
1). There were several other small portions of 
unsurveyed land around the lake, but in many 
cases they were less than a half acre and dem-
onstrated a very low likelihood of containing 
archeological deposits. As a result, these areas 
were not surveyed.

During the field investigations, all revis-
ited previously recorded and newly recorded 
archeological sites were photographed. Their 

Table 1. Survey area acreage

Survey Area Acres
SA-1 73.8
SA-2 49.1
SA-3 19.2
SA-4 11.0
SA-5 10.7
SA-6 6.1
SA-7 3.7
SA-8 3.2
SA-9 2.2
SA-10 1.3

Total acreage 180.3
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UTM coordinates were logged using a Trimble 
GeoXT handheld GPS unit, and current site 
conditions and landscape context were docu-
mented to assess their eligibility for listing in 
the National Register of Historic Places. Where 
surface evidence alone was insufficient for mak-
ing an assessment, shovel tests were excavated 
to determine if subsurface cultural deposits were 
present and to assess the integrity of the site. 
Shovel tests were excavated in arbitrary 20-cm 
levels to 100 cm below surface or until cultur-
ally sterile deposits were reached, whichever 
came first. The matrix from each shovel test was 
dry-screened through ¼-inch-mesh hardware 
cloth. Shovel test forms were completed for each 
shovel test excavated, recording the presence 
or absence and quantity of cultural materials 
by level and the nature of the sediments. Only 
diagnostic artifacts were collected. These were 
labeled with appropriate provenience informa-
tion and returned for temporary curation at the 
laboratory facilities at Prewitt and Associates, 
Inc., where they were washed, cataloged, and 
analyzed. 

All of the field records were kept in a stan-
dard format. They included survey area maps 
and aerial photographs, the project archeologist’s 
notes, shovel test record forms, photograph logs, 
and temporary site forms. All mapping informa-
tion was collected on a GPS unit and transferred 
to a computer at the end of each workday.

reSultS of the Survey

The archeological survey portion of the cur-
rent investigations at Aquilla Lake resulted in 
the documentation of 3 new sites: 2 prehistoric 
lithic scatters and 1 historic well. Many of the 
10 previously unsurveyed areas demonstrated 
a very low likelihood of containing buried de-
posits, or any type of archeological site, due to 
high rates of wave-action erosion around the 
lake. In addition, 41 previously recorded sites 
were revisited and reassessed. Eight of these 
sites (41HI107, 41HI108, 41HI109, 41HI110, 
41HI150, 41HI151, 41HI152, and 41HI153) 
were consolidated into 3 sites (41HI107/108, 
41HI109/110, and 41HI150–153) and are as-
sessed as such below. The site descriptions below 
include what was known about the site before 
this project began, any cultural materials ob-
served, and recommendations for eligibility in 
the National Register of Historic Places.

newly recorded Sites

41HI310

DESCRIPTION

Site 41HI310 is a small prehistoric lithic 
scatter on an eroded sandstone bench just north 
of an unnamed tributary of Aquilla Creek, 500–
600 m northwest of the Old School boat ramp on 
the southwestern end of Aquilla Lake. The site 
measures 45 m (north to south) by 75 m (east 
to west). vegetation in the area is dominated 
by post oaks. Recent disturbances come from 
constant cattle traffic and fluctuating lake levels. 
The surface is gravelly and deflated to bedrock 
in many areas. As a result, no shovel tests were 
excavated.

CULTURAL MATERIALS OBSERvED

Observed cultural materials include lithic 
debitage, a hammerstone, a core, and a possible 
ground stone tool fragment. A single piece of 
solarized glass was found, but no additional 
historic materials were encountered.

ASSESSMENT

The sparse number of artifacts and the lack 
of diagnostic tools make functional and chrono-
logical interpretations impossible. The site lacks 
buried and intact cultural deposits, hindering 
the ability of any future investigations to yield 
significant data to make these interpretations. 
Because of these factors, 41HI310 is recom-
mended as ineligible for listing in the National 
Register of Historic Places.

41HI311

DESCRIPTION

Site 41HI311 is a prehistoric lithic scatter 
on an eroded sandstone point in the bend of 
an unnamed tributary of Aquilla Creek. It is 
1.1–1.2 km south of the Old School boat ramp. 
The site is a small prehistoric lithic scatter 
measuring 60 m (north to south) by 50 m (east to 
west). Much of the area is covered with a dense 
stand of post oaks, with a few junipers scattered 
throughout, as well as greenbrier and other 
small saplings. The surface is covered in dense 
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oak leaf litter with large sandstone bedrock slabs 
resting on the surface, demonstrating the deflat-
ed nature of the landform. Recent disturbances 
to the site include cattle traffic and fluctuating 
lake levels. Six shovel tests were excavated, two 
of which were positive. The average depth of the 
shovel tests was less than 10 cm before bedrock 
was encountered.

CULTURAL MATERIALS OBSERvED

Observed cultural materials include two 
flakes, two battered stones, and one tested 
cobble. All of these materials were recovered 
in a single shovel test. In another shovel test, a 
single quartz flake was recovered.

ASSESSMENT

Due to the sparse number of artifacts and 
absence of diagnostic materials, functional and 
chronological interpretations are very limited. 
Although the site did contain shallowly buried 
deposits, the deflated nature of the area makes 
it unlikely for any further investigations to 
yield additional data. Because of these fac-
tors, 41HI311 is recommended as ineligible 
for listing in the National Register of Historic 
Places.

41HI312

DESCRIPTION

Site 41HI312 is a historic well located on a 
terrace remnant along an unnamed drainage 
of Hackberry Creek, 500 m northeast of the 
FM 1947 bridge crossing on Aquilla Lake. This 
site is not located in one of the 10 survey areas 
but was recorded because it lies within the U.S. 
Army Corps of Engineers boundaries. The site 
is a hand-dug, stone-lined well; the entire site 
measures 25 m (north to south) by 25 m (east 
to west)(Figure 4). Around the well is a concrete 
box that probably supported a lid to keep debris 
from falling into the well. The well is ca. 5 ft. in 
diameter, with the box measuring ca. 7x7 ft. Sev-
eral iron bolts with nuts protrude from the walls 
of the concrete box, and a single iron pipe with 
an elbow joint protrudes out of the ground just 
southeast of the box. A fence line runs along the 
tree line just east of the well; it appears that the 
area was originally fenced off to keep livestock 

out. It is not known if this well was part of a 
house or a larger farm complex. No shovel tests 
were excavated at this site because the historic 
materials were observed on the surface.

CULTURAL MATERIALS OBSERvED

All of the cultural materials at this site were 
historic and observed on the surface. Materials 
observed include five 8-ft sheets of corrugated 
sheet metal, various sizes of machine-cut lumber, 
and net and barbed-wire fencing.

SITE HISTORy

Site 41HI312, a well, is on Tract AQ-254-2, 
which encompasses 312.16 acres out of four 
adjoining surveys, including a portion of the 
1,280-acre Michael D. Castleman Survey south-
western quadrant in Hill County. The tract is 
situated along the east bank of Aquilla Lake 
and is northeast of FM 1947. The well was part 
of a former farmstead occupied from the last 
quarter of the nineteenth century through the 
mid-twentieth century.

Michael D. Castleman (ca. 1792–1855), a 
native of Davidson County, Tennessee, came 
to Texas in 1826 as part of Stephen F. Austin’s 
colonizing efforts. As a single man, he received 
a first-class headright grant for one-third league 
of land he had located in Clay County on the 
west fork of the Trinity River (Texas General 
Land Office 1838, 1858; Williams 1996:81). In 
1828, Castleman joined J. S. Sutton’s company 
of mounted volunteers on the Nueces River 
near San Patricio at Camp Baranco (Texas Gen-

figure 4. view of well opening at 41HI312.
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eral Land Office 1858). He was a private in 
Sterling C. Robertson’s Ranger Company in the 
Republic of Texas Army from July to October of 
1836, and completed another year of ranger ser-
vice under the direction of Captain Thomas H. 
Barron, who discharged Castleman honorably 
on October 20, 1837, at Nashville-on-the-Brazos 
in present-day Milam County (Texas General 
Land Office 1848, 1854, 1858; Tyler 1936:28). 
Castleman was one of a few Fort Milam soldiers 
on a June 1837 excursion to cut a bee tree along 
the road to Perry Springs when Indians killed 
James Coryell (Simmons 1965:12; St. Romain 
1951:27–28; Tyler 1936:41–42). He witnessed 
additional Indian turmoil when serving as a 
ranger with Bryant’s Fighting volunteers in 
January 1839, and as a private under Nimrod 
Doyle between March and June 1839 (Moore 
2006:142, 184; Texas General Land Office 1858). 
Because of his military service, Castleman was 
awarded bounty warrant land grants of 320 and 
1,280 acres. He lived in Robertson County in 
1840. A portion of the county was reorganized 
as Limestone County in 1846, where he resided 
that year. He was still farming there 1850 when 
he held $9,000 in real estate (Jackson 1999; 
U.S. Department of the Interior, Census Office 
1850). He was a juror in Falls County in 1851 
(The Lewis Publishing Company 1893:186). 
By 1854, he had retained the larger of his two 
bounty warrant land grant certificates and had 
the land located in Hill County along Aquilla 
Creek. The State of Texas patented the survey 
to Castleman on February 23, 1854 (Texas Gen-
eral Land Office 1848, 1854). After Castleman 
died in 1855, his heirs held title to the land. It 
is unlikely that any of the Castlemans ever oc-
cupied the property.

The first few years after the land on which 
site 41HI312 is situated was patented, it changed 
hands in quick succession. In December 1855 
the heirs, represented by Andrew Castleman of 
Coryell County, sold 320 acres—the southwest-
erly quadrant out of the Castleman Survey—to 
brothers Jesse C. Blocker and William M. 
Blocker for $480 (Hill County, Deed Records 
G:347, H:444). Just two weeks later, the brothers 
sold the land to LaMenton W. Cato (1809–1882) 
for $800 (Anonymous 2011; Hill County, Deed 
Record H:634). In May 1856, LaMenton W. and 
Mary Catherine Rawls Cato sold the land to 
David Bridenthal for $1,000 (Hill County, Deed 
Record H:635). It is unlikely that any of these 

owners occupied the land (Hill County, Ad va-
lorem Tax Records 1855, 1856).

It is unclear how long Bridenthal held the 
property. He paid taxes on 100 acres out of the 
Castleman Survey in 1859, which was then val-
ued at $330. He also owned three other parcels 
of land in Hill County, town lots in Hillsboro, 
eight slaves, seven equine, and 25 bovine (Hill 
County, Ad valorem Tax Record 1859). In 1860, 
the Pennsylvania native was practicing law and 
living in Hillsboro with his Alabama-born wife 
and their five children, aged 2 months to 9 years, 
who were all born in Alabama. At the time, he 
held $2,000 in real estate and had personal hold-
ings of $16,000 (U.S. Department of the Interior, 
Census Office 1860a). That year, he held seven 
slaves (U.S. Department of the Interior, Census 
Office 1860b). It is unlikely the Bridenthal fam-
ily occupied the property, but slaves possibly 
worked on the land (Hill County, Ad valorem 
Tax Record 1859).

It is unclear when or to whom Bridenthal 
conveyed his holdings out of the Castleman 
Survey, or who owned it for the next few decades 
(Hill County, Ad valorem Tax Records 1860–
1875; Hill County, Deed Records). However, by 
1876, Mary young Harvick (1836–1906) owned 
land out of the Castleman Survey, on which site 
41HI312 is situated, and an adjacent parcel out 
of the Albert Pratt Survey (Bureau of vital Sta-
tistics n.d.; Hill County, Ad valorem Tax Record 
1876). The Illinois-born woman was widowed in 
1875, but had been in Hill County as early as 
1860, when she and her husband Hampton J. 
Harvick (1832–1875), a native of Arkansas, were 
raising livestock with their family (Hood 2012; 
U.S. Department of the Interior, Census Office 
1860a). They had two young children and his 
real estate holdings were limited to $200 worth 
of unimproved land, but his personal estate 
was a chunky $2,634. The family’s livelihood 
derived from a 60-cow dairy that produced 400 
pounds of butter (U.S. Department of the Inte-
rior, Census Office 1860a, 1860c). Harvick had 
served as a private in the Texas Cavalry, 30th 
Regiment, also known as Gurley’s Regiment, 
First Partisans, during the Civil War (War 
Department Collection of Confederate Records 
n.d.). Between at least 1868 and 1873, the fam-
ily was farming on land out of the Wesley young 
Survey in Hill County (Hill County, Ad valorem 
Tax Records 1868, 1871–1873; U.S. Department 
of the Interior, Census Office 1870a). In 1870, 
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they had five Texas-born children and he owned 
20 acres of improved, 20 acres of wooded, and 
70 acres of pasture land valued at $1,500 and 
held another $500 in personal wealth. The farm 
was diversified and no longer based on the dairy 
business by this time (U.S. Department of the 
Interior, Census Office 1870a, 1870b). After her 
husband died, Mary Harvick continued to raise 
her family on her holdings out of the Castleman 
and Pratt Surveys, where she had a carriage, 
tools, equine, bovine, hogs, and miscellaneous 
property (Hill County, Ad valorem Tax Records 
1877–1883). In 1880, six of her children resided 
with her, and Nicholas Harvick, an older son, 
farmed nearby with his wife (U.S. Department 
of the Interior, Census Office 1880a). Her farm 
had 75 tilled and six woodland acres valued at 
$1,500. The farm’s crops and livestock holdings 
were a typical mix of subsistence and cash-crop 
production. The family consumed the milk and 
25 pounds of butter two milch cows produced, 
meat from two swine, and 25 dozen eggs that 
three chickens laid. The Harvicks grew 15 acres 
of maize and 12 acres of broom corn for livestock 
feed and household use. Farm production yielded 
$135, which included income from two bales of 
cotton grown on 14 acres (U.S. Department of 
the Interior, Census Office 1880b). By the mid 
1880s, her son Romulus F. Harvick and his wife 
farmed nearby (Hill County, Ad valorem Tax Re-
cord 1886). Throughout her ownership, the land 
out of the Pratt Survey consistently sustained 
its value at $10 an acre, while her holdings out 
of the Castleman Survey gradually increased 
in worth from $3 in 1877, to almost $5 in 1886, 
to the $8 range by the mid 1890s. In 1900, all 
of her land was appraised at $10 an acre, and 
one year later it was valued at $12 an acre. She 
gradually downsized her livestock holdings as 
her sons—Nicholas, Francis (Frank), and Cin-
cinnati—ramped up their livestock holdings, 
although they held no land of their own (Hill 
County, Ad valorem Tax Records 1877–1901). 
By 1900, Harvick was living on a farm with her 
youngest daughter’s family (U.S. Department of 
the Interior, Census Office 1900).

In April 1901, the long-widowed Harvick sold 
70 acres out of the Castleman Survey, on which 
site 41HI312 is situated, and an adjoining 20 
acres out of the Pratt Survey to her youngest son, 
Cincinnati N. Harvick (1873–1954), for $1,935 
(Dorrycott and Dorrycott 2009; Hill County, Deed 
Record 62:491). He and his wife, Hennie Mae 

Wakefield Harvick, farmed the property and had 
a few equine, bovine, and swine (Hill County, Ad 
valorem Tax Records 1902–1904).

In November 1904, the Harvicks sold the 
land to James W. vaughan for $2,520 (Hill Coun-
ty, Deed Record 88:327). A native of Missouri, 
vaughan was renting a farm in Hill County in 
1900 (U.S. Department of the Interior, Census 
Office 1900). vaughn also held two other simi-
larly appraised parcels of land, and it is unclear 
which may have served as his homestead. His 
operation was fair sized, with up to 11 equine, 
20 bovine, 40 swine, and three wagons or bug-
gies (Hill County, Ad valorem Tax Records 1905, 
1906).

In November 1906, vaughn sold 70 acres out 
of the Castleman Survey, on which site 41HI312 
is situated, and an adjoining 20 acres out of the 
Pratt Survey to J. Benjamin Tarpley for $8,580 
(Hill County, Deed Record 98:377). The Tennes-
see native was farming with his Texas-born wife 
Dora and three children in Hill County by 1900 
(U.S. Department of the Interior, Census Office 
1900). Tarpley owned more than 400 acres in the 
county, and the family likely resided nearby on a 
more heavily improved parcel initially. By 1912, 
he had consolidated his holdings to two parcels 
totaling 162 acres out of the Castleman Survey 
and three parcels totaling 243 acres out of the 
Pratt Survey, all of which had risen in value to 
about $25 an acre. However, it is unclear which 
of these parcels was the location of the family’s 
homestead. The Tarpley’s livestock holdings 
consisted of eight equine, five bovine, six swine, 
two wagons or buggies, and $120 worth of tools 
in 1911 (Hill County, Ad valorem Tax Records 
1907–1911).

In September 1912, J. Benjamin and Dora 
Tarpley sold 70 acres out of the Castleman 
Survey, on which site 41HI312 is situated, and 
an adjoining 20 acres out of the Pratt Survey 
to Marion A. Forrest for $12,400 (Hill County, 
Deed Record 137:59). The Missouri native and 
his Tennessee-born wife Callie were renting a 
farm in Hill County by 1900 (U.S. Department 
of the Interior, Census Office 1900). By 1910, 
they lived on a farm they owned with their six 
Texas-born children (U.S. Department of Com-
merce and Labor, Bureau of the Census 1910a). 
Forrest also owned a 156-acre parcel out of the 
Castleman Survey; both this and the 70-acre 
parcel were equally improved, and it is unclear 
which land the family occupied. He had a few 
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equine, bovine, swine, two wagons or buggies, 
and $40 worth of tools in 1912 (Hill County, Ad 
valorem Tax Record 1912).

Between June 1913 and October 1916, own-
ership of the property changed several times 
and it is unclear whether the land was occupied. 
Marion A. and Callie Forrest sold land out of 
the Castleman and Pratt Surveys to William A. 
McDonald for $5,850. This sale included three 
parcels out of the Castleman Survey of 15, 60, 
and 5 acres, that totaled 81.53 acres, and 10 
adjoining acres out of the Pratt Survey (Hill 
County, Deed Record 143:584). McDonald had 
been renting a house on Magnolia Street in 
Hubbard with his wife Mary, and he was a bar-
ber in 1910 (U.S. Department of Commerce and 
Labor, Bureau of the Census 1910a). In January 
1914, the McDonalds sold the land to Joseph M. 
Woodruff, of Ellis County, for $9,153 (Hill County, 
Deed Record 149:538). In 1910, the Georgia na-
tive and his Mississippi-born wife Addie were 
renting a farm elsewhere in Hill County where 
they lived with her two small children (U.S. 
Department of Commerce and Labor, Bureau of 
the Census 1910a). In August 1914, Joseph M. 
and Addie Woodruff sold the land to Edgar C. 
Johnson, of Ellis County, for $9,153 (Hill County, 
Deed Record 149:539). He and his wife Lizzie, 
both native Tennesseans, rented a farm along 
Wagonmaker Road in Ellis County with their 
daughter and a hired hand (U.S. Department 
of Commerce and Labor, Bureau of the Census 
1910b). By 1920, he was a real estate agent in 
Ellis County, and the family no longer lived on a 
farm (U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of 
the Census 1920a). In August 1916, the Johnsons 
sold the land to George F. Beavers, W. H. Sand-
ers, and Krum Kirkpatrick for $500 (Hill County, 
Deed Record 151:553). Neither ownership nor 
appraised values for the land are reflected in lo-
cal tax records between 1913 and 1916, and it is 
unclear whether the property was occupied (Hill 
County, Ad valorem Tax Records 1913–1916).

In October 1916, Beavers, Sanders, and Kirk-
patrick sold the 81.53 acres out of the Castleman 
Survey, on which site 41HI312 is situated, and 
the adjoining 10 acres out of the Pratt Survey to 
William B. and Martha (Mattie) E. Dandridge, 
for $9,153 (Hill County, Deed Record 151:510). 
This price reflects the likelihood that the prop-
erty retained many of its improvements. In 1910, 
the Dandridges, all natives of Mississippi, were 
farming, and five of their seven children lived at 

home. Two of their sons worked as farm laborers 
and a third was a general store bookkeeper (U.S. 
Department of Commerce and Labor, Bureau 
of the Census 1910a). By 1917, the Dandridges 
land out of the Castleman and Pratt Surveys 
was valued at about $30 an acre and the land 
served as their homestead (Hill County, Ad va-
lorem Tax Records 1917–1920). In 1920, their 
two youngest sons, Lewis (Lee) L. and Charles 
P., lived with their parents and worked the fam-
ily farm along vaughan Road (U.S. Department 
of Commerce, Bureau of the Census 1920b). In 
November 1920, the Dandridges sold the land to 
their two youngest sons for $9,442 (Hill County, 
Deed Record 194:502). It appears that the elder 
Dandridges continued to occupy the property 
until at least 1923, by which time their sons took 
responsibility for tax liabilities (Hill County, Ad 
valorem Tax Records 1921–1922). By 1930, the 
Dandridges were renting a house on North Waco 
Street in Hillsboro. Lewis L. Dandridge, now 
working in retail sales, and an older son, William 
S., a farm laborer, lived with them. Charles P. 
and Minnie M. Dandridge lived in a house they 
owned on South Covington Street in Hillsboro 
and he worked as an automobile salesman (U.S. 
Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census 
1930). In 1930, the brothers defaulted on their 
loan and conveyed the land to the Union Central 
Life Insurance Company (Hill County, Deed 
Record 254:294).

In 1933, the Union Central Life Insurance 
Company sold the 81.53 acres out of the Castle-
man Survey, on which site 41HI312 is situated, 
and the adjoining 10 acres out of the Pratt Sur-
vey to Lafayette Franklin Shoemaker for $2,000 
(Hill County, Deed Record 266:1). Shoemaker 
had acquired several other land parcels in the 
vicinity between 1906 and 1923 (Hill County, 
Deed Records 96:406, 146:498, 147:543, 151:483, 
172:57, 204:439). The Alabama-born Shoemaker 
(1868–1941) received a medical degree from the 
University of Alabama in 1902 and wed native 
Texan Florence Bell Johnson (1876–1956) the 
following year (Rootsweb 2012; University of 
Alabama 1903; U.S. Department of Commerce 
and Labor, Bureau of the Census 1910a). In 
1906, they had a son, Harold S., who died in 
1909 (Rootsweb 2012). They had a daughter 
in December 1909, were living on a farm they 
owned, and he also worked as a general physi-
cian (U.S. Department of Commerce and Labor, 
Bureau of the Census 1910a). An infant son died 
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in 1911 (Texas Department of Health 1911). In 
1920, the family was farming on vaughan Road. 
They owned the property, but carried a mortgage 
(U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the 
Census 1920b). By 1930, Shoemaker was prac-
ticing medicine in Hillsboro where the family 
rented a house at 322 East Elm Street for $30 a 
month (U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau 
of the Census 1930).

The Shoemakers remained in Hillsboro and 
likely rented their rural property to tenants. In 
1938, a house, domestic outbuildings, and nu-
merous agricultural outbuildings were extant 
(Figure 5). Land in pasture and row crops was 
in active use, as was terracing to help protect 
against erosion. Except along the bed of Aquilla 
Creek, no woodland remained on the property 
(Tobin International 1938). By 1952, the proper-
ty had a few additional buildings and structures. 
Terracing was no longer evident, and woodlands 
along the creek bed had further thinned (U.S. 
Army Map Service 1952).

Florence Bell Johnson Shoemaker lived 
in Hillsboro when she died in 1956 (Whitener 
2010). As their only surviving child and heir, 
Marian Elizabeth Shoemaker (1909–2006) in-
herited this land and her parents’ other holdings 
after her mother’s death (Hill County, Probate 
Minutes 75:421). She graduated from Baylor 
University and married Fred B. Horn in 1960. 
They resided in Hillsboro, where she was an 
avid pianist and music teacher and devoted to 
the First Baptist Church (Shelley 2006). It is 
unclear when the holdings out of the Castleman 
and Pratt Surveys were no longer occupied, but 
no resources were extant by 1975 (U.S. Geologi-
cal Survey 1975).

Marian Shoemaker Horn and her husband 
conveyed the 81.53 acres out of the Castleman 
Survey, on which site 41HI312 is situated, and 
the adjoining 10 acres out of the Pratt Survey 
to the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers on March 
20, 1978, for $167,235. This transaction included 
an additional 220.63 acres out of the Castleman 
and Pratt Surveys and the adjoining John S. 
Hobley and Miguel Zunigas Surveys. Combined, 
these parcels became Tract AQ-254-2 under the 
supervision of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. 
The transaction also included two additional 
land parcels (Tracts AQ-254-1 and AQ-254-3) 
totaling 22.31 acres out of the Robert Morris 
Survey (Hill County, Deed Record 569:155). 
Many of the associated resources were situated 

on an adjacent Tract AQ-300, which the U.S. 
Army Corps of Engineers also purchased out of 
the Pratt Survey.

In summary, although the 81.53 acres out 
of the Castleman Survey may have been occu-
pied earlier, the first known occupant was the 
widowed Mary Harvick. With her children, she 
farmed the land on which the well (site 41HS312) 
is situated between 1876 and 1901. It is very 
likely that the Harvick family dug the well and 
used it as a water source. Harvick’s youngest son, 
Cincinnati N. Harvick, and his family resided 
on and farmed the property between 1901 and 
1904. Possible owner occupants in subsequent 
years were James W. vaughan (1904–1906), J. 
Benjamin and Dora Tarpley (1906–1912), and 
Marion A. and Callie Forrest (1912–1913). It is 
unlikely that the property was owner-occupied 
between 1913 and 1916, but tenants may have 
farmed the land. From 1916 until at least 1923, 
William B. and Martha E. Dandridge owned and 
resided on the land. Two of their sons may have 
farmed the property until 1930. They likely did 
not reside on the land, but it could have been ten-
ant occupied. It is unclear whether the property 
was occupied between 1930 and 1933. Lafayette 
Franklin and Florence Bell Johnson Shoemaker 
owned the land from 1933 until their deaths, 
but likely did not occupy the property. Their 
heir, Marian Shoemaker Horn, did not occupy 
the land. Thus, after 1933, tenants most likely 
occupied and used the several domestic and 
agricultural buildings and structures that re-
mained extant on the farm through at least 1952; 
however, it is unclear what role the well played 
in the twentieth-century use of the farm. 

ASSESSMENT

Although the proposed lake level raise will 
completely submerge the well, the site has very 
limited archeological potential. It is therefore 
recommended that 41HI312 is ineligible for list-
ing in the National Register of Historic Places.

Previously recorded Sites

41HI74/114

DESCRIPTION

Site 41HI74/114 is a prehistoric campsite 
and historic artifact scatter along a ridge and 
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terrace just above and west of Aquilla Creek. 
The site sits 380 m southeast of the center of 
the FM 1534 bridge crossing the upper end of 
the reservoir. Frank Bryan (1931) collected 
artifacts from this site in the 1930s. Later in-
vestigations by SMU assigned two numbers to 
this site (x41HI98 in Skinner and Henderson 
1972 and x41HI170 in Skinner et al. 1978). 
Subsequently, Brown (1987:30-1 to 30-23) des-

ignated the site as 41HI114, though later it was 
discovered that it had previously been recorded 
as 41HI74. Both designations have been kept. 
The later work conducted by Brown (1987) 
consisted of forty-three 4-m-diameter surface  
collection units and three 1x2-m excavation 
units. Only 23 of the surface collection units 
yielded artifacts, whereas the excavation units 
yielded 3 projectile points, 6 bifaces, 12 modified 

figure 5. In 1938 the farm had a house, related domestic outbuildings, several large agricultural outbuildings, 
clearly indicated fence lines for livestock operations, and terraced row crops (Tobin International 1938).
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flakes, 7 cores, 1,129 pieces of unmodified deb-
itage, and 1 burned rock feature. The overall 
depths of these units ranged from 70 to 85 cm 
below surface. Diagnostic artifacts recovered 
from the site included 2 Gary, 1 Godley, and 1 
yarbrough dart point. Although the materials 
and feature recovered from these investiga-
tions represented a variety of activities, Brown 
(1987:30s-23) noted evidence of disturbance 
and thought the contextual integrity of the ma-
terials was poor. Brown (1987:30-23) concluded 
that the site had limited interpretive value.

Currently, much of the site is underwater, 
but a significant portion with buried deposits 
and intact sediments remains above water, form-
ing a narrow peninsula that juts out into the 
reservoir (Figure 6). What remains above water 
measures 300 m (north to south) by 70 m (east to 
west) with slight variations due to the fluctuat-
ing shoreline. vegetation on the landform con-
sists of willow, black locust, and bois d’arc trees 
with various grasses, greenbrier, and poison ivy. 
A total of 10 shovel tests were excavated, with 
all 10 recovering cultural materials. Depths of 
the shovel tests ranged from 30 to 100 cm below 
surface, with an average depth of 55 cm.

CULTURAL MATERIALS OBSERvED

Shovel tests yielded both prehistoric and 
historic cultural materials. Prehistoric materials 
consist of 2 dart point fragments (1 Godley base), 
2 biface fragments, 1 scraper, possible ground 
stone tool fragments and burned rocks, and 120 
flakes. Historic materials include bottle glass 
fragments, window glass, whiteware, stoneware, 
cut and wire nails, and bricks. Only the Godley 
point fragment was collected.

ASSESSMENT

Based on previous work done at this site, and 
the recent recovery of a Godley point fragment 
and historic materials, the site was occupied 
during the Late Archaic and Historic periods. 
Buried cultural materials are ubiquitous across 
the site. While erosion is impacting areas along 
the shoreline, deposits from which the arti-
facts were recovered are intact. These factors 
demonstrate the potential for the site to yield 
significant archeological data. Site 41HI74/114 
is therefore recommended as potentially eligible 
for listing in the National Register of Historic 

Places. Additional subsurface testing should 
be performed to determine the full extent and 
nature of the deposits.

Brazil Site, 41HI75

DESCRIPTION

Site 41HI75 is a prehistoric campsite and 
historic house site situated on an eroding ridge, 
terrace remnant, and floodplain just above and 
west of Aquilla Creek. The site was first reported 
in the 1930s by Frank Bryan (1937:72–75) and 
Frank Watt (1938:Figure 2). Skinner and Hen-
derson (1972) recorded it as two separate sites 
based on differences in landform morphology: 
x41HI66 on the ridge and terrace remnant and 
x41HI72 on the floodplain. In 1975, the flood-
plain portion of the site was tested by means 
of shovel tests and eight 1x1-m test units (Ly-
nott and Peter 1977:60–63). These subsurface 
investigations yielded cultural materials to at 
least 40 cm below the ground surface. A limited 
amount of testing was conducted on the upper 
portion of the site in the form of six shovel tests 
and two 1x1-m test units in 1977 (Skinner et al. 
1978). Artifacts were recovered from a depth of 
up to 1.1 m. Diagnostic artifacts from the Early 
Archaic, Late Archaic, and Historic periods were 
recovered. 

A subsequent season of testing was con-
ducted in 1978 by SMU with an emphasis on 
isolating discrete temporal components; this 
work was reported in Brown (1987:31-1 to 
31-44). Seven backhoe trenches, 13 test units, 
and an indeterminate number of shovel tests 
were excavated primarily on the floodplain 
portion of the site. The excavations yielded 
19 projectile points, 32 bifaces, 118 pieces of 
modified debitage, 31 cores, 3,829 pieces of 
unmodified debitage, and 5 hammerstones. 
The site also included portions of two historic 
farmsteads, with two small structures and their 
associated artifacts and debris on the upland 
and downslope portions of the site. Diagnostic 
artifacts indicate that the site was occupied 
during the Paleoindian, Early and Late Archaic, 
Late Prehistoric, and the late nineteenth and 
early twentieth centuries. Brown (1987:31-44) 
noted that the prehistoric assemblage from the 
site reflected a limited but consistent range of 
activities through time. Since the site lacked 
features, midden areas, and diversified tool kits, 
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figure 6. Map of 41HI74/114.
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Brown suggested that it was intermittently 
used as a short-term hunting camp. He noted 
that both the upland and floodplain portions 
of the site lacked contextual integrity since 
artifacts of varying ages were recovered from 
mixed contexts. 

A majority of the site was submerged when 
Aquilla Lake was created. However, a small 
segment of the site remains above water as a 
small island in the lake. This island site is ca. 
1.6 km northeast of the Old School boat ramp. 
The portion of the site above water measures 
50 m (north to south) by 150 m (east to west). 
Although the island is small, much of the 
original vegetation still thrives there. Trees 
include willows, post oaks, and other small 
saplings; tall bunch grass grows mostly along 
the shoreline. Poison ivy and greenbrier are 
also abundant. Sediments are relatively thin 
on the landform. Six shovel tests were exca-
vated, five of which terminated at 20 cm be-
low surface. Those five shovel tests recovered 
cultural materials.

CULTURAL MATERIALS OBSERvED

A total of 21 flakes were recovered from 
shovel tests. Additional flakes, as well as 2 
hammerstones and scattered burned rocks, 
were also seen on the surface of the site near 
the shoreline. A possible hearth feature was 
recorded. The hearth consists of a cluster of 
burned rocks eroding out of the surface of the 
site. Historic material recovered includes frag-
ments of bottle glass, stoneware, and a butter 
churn lid.

ASSESSMENT

Although sediment on this landform is thin, 
buried archeological deposits remain. Numer-
ous projectile point types from the Paleoindian 
through Late Prehistoric periods have been 
recovered at this site. In 1975, the floodplain 
portion of the site was minimally tested because 
the landowner would not allow access to the ter-
race slope (Brown 1987:31-2). In 1977, limited 
access was allowed on the terrace portion, and 
intact deposits were encountered to a depth of 
up to 1.1 m (Brown 1987:31-2). All that remains 
of the site currently are the highest portions. 
Based on current conditions and those reported 
by Brown, subsurface testing would likely yield 

little to no additional information about this site. 
Based on these factors, 41HI75 is recommended 
as ineligible for listing in the National Register 
of Historic Places.

Bailey Site, 41HI77

DESCRIPTION

Site 41HI77 is an open campsite on an 
upland slope on the west side of Aquilla Creek, 
1.12 km east of the Old School boat ramp. Bryan 
(1937:72) collected artifacts from the site in the 
1930s, and Skinner and Henderson recorded 
the site as x41HI199 (1972:27). In 1975 Lynott 
and Peter (1977:96–100) excavated eight shovel 
tests and eight 1x1-m test units. Additional 
test excavations, consisting of sixteen 1x1-m 
units and 18 or 19 shovel tests, took place in 
1977 (Skinner et al. 1978:70–76). The recovery 
of diagnostic artifacts demonstrated repeated 
use of the site from the Early Archaic through 
the Late Prehistoric periods. More excavations 
conducted in 1980 consisted of two 2x2-m units 
(Brown 1987:26-3). The excavations reached a 
maximum depth of 50 cm below surface and 
yielded 2 burned rock features, 34 projectile 
points, 20 bifaces, 1 uniface, 113 modified flakes, 
22 cores, 6,333 pieces of unmodified debitage, 
and 4 ground and battered stone tools. Brown 
(1987:26-31) noted that the distribution of the 
projectile points “illustrates the degree to which 
the archeological materials have been mixed.” 
This, along with the relatively shallow and thin 
nature of the cultural deposits, led Brown to 
conclude that the site had limited interpreta-
tive value.

Currently, most of the site is submerged, 
but a small portion remains above the water 
level on the western shore of the reservoir. Not 
enough of the site remains to get an accurate 
measurement of the overall site size. What does 
remain has been severely disturbed by wave ac-
tion from the lake. The ground surface is eroded 
down to clayey subsoil in most areas, leaving few 
artifacts in good context. Because of the almost 
complete lack of a soil mantle, no shovel tests 
were excavated. 

CULTURAL MATERIALS OBSERvED

Observed cultural materials include lithic 
debitage, cores, and hammerstones.
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ASSESSMENT

Although various prehistoric artifacts 
were observed at this site, erosion has left 
them on a deflated surface and out of context. 
The site lacks buried and intact cultural de-
posits, hindering the ability of any future in-
vestigations to yield significant data. Because 
of these factors, 41HI77 is recommended as 
ineligible for listing in the National Register 
of Historic Places.

41HI107/108

DESCRIPTION

Sites 41HI107/108 is a lithic scatter along 
a terrace remnant just southwest of Hackberry 
Creek. The site is 700 m northeast of the FM 
1947 bridge crossing on the east side of the 
lake. It was originally recorded as two sites—
x41HI120 and x41HI121—by Skinner and 
Henderson (1972:29–30). They collected several 
artifacts from the surface, including a Scallorn 
arrow point. In 1983, when revisiting the sites, 
archeologists from the Texas Archeological 
Survey failed to relocate 41HI108, and there 
was confusion about the actual location of both 
of these sites (Brown 1987). According to site 
forms, they were within 60–70 m of each other. 
Because the sites were in such close proximity, it 
is likely that they are actually the same site. To 
avoid further confusion, Brown (1987) combined 
them into one site, 41HI107/108. The additional 
work at the site conducted by Brown (1987:13-1 
to 13-5) consisted of surface collecting. This work 
recovered far fewer artifacts than that of Skin-
ner and Henderson: three pieces of unmodified 
debitage and one mussel shell fragment. The low 
artifact density suggested to Brown (1987:13-4) 
that the materials were probably in a secondary 
context, removed and transported downslope 
by erosion.

During the current investigations, it was 
noted that much of the area is disturbed. A 
large east-to-west trending gully has cut into 
the surface, and a cleared road path extends 
down to the current shoreline. vegetation 
consists of a mix of hardwood regrowth, green-
briers, and dense, short grasses. Eight shovel 
tests averaging 30 cm deep were excavated 
throughout the site, with only one yielding 
cultural materials.

CULTURAL MATERIALS OBSERvED

The only cultural materials recovered from 
this site were two flakes from one shovel test.

ASSESSMENT

It is possible that the location of 41HI107/108 
was not plotted correctly when it was originally 
recorded. With the site only measuring 40x50 m, 
it is a small, sparse lithic scatter. Although there 
is an accumulation of sediment at the site, buried 
cultural materials are too sparse to warrant ad-
ditional subsurface testing. Site 41HI107/108 is 
therefore recommended as ineligible for listing 
in the National Register of Historic Places.

41HI109/110

DESCRIPTION

Site 41HI109/110 is a lithic scatter and lithic 
resource procurement area along the upland 
slope, terrace, and floodplain west of Hackberry 
Creek. It was originally recorded as five separate 
sites—x41HI81, x41HI82, x41HI83, x41HI84, 
and x41HI85—by Skinner and Henderson 
(1972:24–25). Surface-collected artifacts from 
these sites included Paleoindian, Late Archaic, 
and Late Prehistoric projectile points and a 
single bone-tempered pottery sherd. Lynott 
and Peter (1977:70–76) later performed limited 
test excavations at x41HI81 and x41HI82. No 
artifacts were recovered from x41HI81, but they 
analyzed 292 artifacts collected by Skinner and 
Henderson (1972). The work at x41HI82 yielded 
284 artifacts, and they analyzed another 28 ar-
tifacts collected by Skinner and Henderson. The 
artifacts from both sites primarily consisted of 
unmodified debitage, as well as small numbers 
of flake tools, bifaces, cores, and untypeable 
projectile point fragments. Lynott and Peter 
(1977) concluded that both sites were deflated 
and disturbed.

Test excavations and surface collections 
conducted by Lynott and Peter (1977:76–90) at 
x41HI83, x41HI84, and x41HI85 also revealed 
that these sites were shallow and deflated. 
These investigations yielded varying amounts 
of artifacts, with x41HI83 yielding the most 
(n = 1,052) and x41HI84 producing the least 
(n = 170). The artifacts from all three sites con-
sisted primarily of unmodified debitage, though 
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x41HI83 and x41HI85 also produced 106 and 65 
cores respectively, as well as projectile points, 
bifaces, and flake tools. Site x41HI84 yielded 
only seven tools. Projectile points consisted of 
Paleoindian, Early and Late Archaic, and Late 
Prehistoric types.

Starting in 1980, field investigations and 
site assessments by Brown (1987:23-5) found 
that x41HI81 and x41HI82 were linked by a 
light scatter of artifacts. The two sites were 
combined and designated 41HI109. A consis-
tent scatter of artifacts also was observed be-
tween x41HI83, x41HI84, and x41HI85 (Brown 
1987:24-5). These three sites were combined and 
designated 41HI110.

In 1980 and 1982, Brown (1987) conducted 
controlled surface collections and excavated 
two backhoe trenches, two shovel tests, and 
one 2x2-m test unit at 41HI109. In total, 6 
projectile points, 16 bifaces, 3 unifaces, 5 
pieces of edge-modified debitage, 3, cores, 455 
pieces of unmodified debitage, and 2 ground 
stone tools were recovered (Brown 1987:23-
12). The projectile points included Forney and 
Godley types. Based the artifact assemblage, 
the projectile point types, and the ceramic 
sherd collected by Skinner and Henderson 
(1972), Brown (1987:23-28) suggested that the 
site had witnessed limited occupations and 
activities, including lithic reduction, during 
the Late Archaic and Late Prehistoric periods. 
Brown (1987) also noted that the context of the 
artifacts was primarily surficial and that the 
few subsurface artifacts were probably from 
disturbed contexts.

Also in 1980 and 1982, Brown (1987) 
conducted surface collections and subsurface 
excavations in the form of two shovel tests 
and two 2x2-m test units at 41HI110. These 
investigations yielded 15 projectile points, 51 
bifaces, 6 unifaces, 12 pieces of edge-modified 
debitage, 25 cores, 1,918 pieces of unmodified 
debitage, and 19 ground stone tools (Brown 
1987:24-18). The projectile points included a 
Bonham-like arrow point and Angostura, Bul-
verde-like, Darl-like, Ellis, Gary, Godley, and 
Pedernales dart points. The artifact assem-
blage and diagnostic materials indicate that 
the site was repeatedly occupied from the late 
Paleoindian through Late Prehistoric periods, 
and that these occupations were primarily cen-
tered around the early stages of lithic reduc-
tion (Brown 1987:24-48). While a substantial 

amount of cultural materials were recovered 
from subsurface contexts, Brown (1987:24-48) 
noted that “there was little evidence to suggest 
that any of this material was in situ.” Brown 
also noted there was even less evidence that 
any of the materials could be assigned to a 
particular component. 

The current investigations noted that both 
41HI109 and 41HI110 are on the same landform 
in close proximity to one another, and artifacts 
from each site tend to date to the same time 
periods, so for management purposes they have 
been combined into one site. The combined site 
is 1 km southwest of the Dairy Hill boat ramp 
near a water intake facility. Currently, most of 
the site is underwater, and many of the artifacts 
observed have been washed in by wave action 
from the submerged portion of the site (Figure 
7). Numerous flakes can be seen in the sorted 
beach gravels that are deposited along the shore 
(Figure 8). Inland from the shoreline, erosion has 
washed away much of the overlying sediment, 
exposing the roots of many trees, clayey subsoil, 
and sandstone bedrock. vegetation across the 
site consists of scattered elm and oak trees, with 
small saplings growing in between. The site 
measures 500 m (north to south) by 50 m (east 
to west), forming a crescent shape that follows 
the ridge. Two shovel tests were excavated on the 
north end of the site where sediments appeared 
to be intact. Only one yielded cultural materi-
als, but neither shovel test could be excavated 
below 15 cm.

CULTURAL MATERIALS OBSERvED

Observed cultural materials include lithic 
debitage and one core. All of the debitage, ex-
cept for one flake, were found among the beach 
gravels that have washed ashore.

ASSESSMENT

Overall, few of the cultural deposits remain 
intact or in context at 41HI109/110. Erosion 
has completely removed the overlying soil 
mantle in the area. The site lacks buried and 
intact cultural deposits, hindering the ability 
of any future investigations to yield significant 
data on age and function of the site. Because of 
these factors, 41HI109/110 is recommended as 
ineligible for listing in the National Register of 
Historic Places.
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figure 7. view of beach gravels deposited by wave action within 41HI109/110.

figure 8. view of lithic debitage among beach gravels within 41HI109/110.
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41HI111

DESCRIPTION

Site 41HI111 is a lithic scatter on an up-
land ridge east of Hackberry Creek ca. 1.4 km 
southwest of the Dairy Hill boat ramp. Skin-
ner and Henderson originally recorded it as 
x41HI86 (Skinner and Henderson 1972:28). 
Shovel testing conducted by Lynott and Peter 
(1977) revealed that the soil mantle at this site 
is extremely shallow. Because the site was so 
disturbed, a surface collection was made. Much 
of the assemblage consisted of lithic material, 
but the low number of artifacts and limited va-
riety of tools suggested that the site served as a 
foraging station (Lynott and Peter 1977:93). In 
1982, Brown returned to 41HI111 with the Texas 
Archeological Survey to conduct limited testing. 
Fourteen shovel tests were excavated, yielding 
no artifacts. In addition, a single 1x2-m unit was 
excavated. Ultimately, Brown concluded that 
the assemblage from the site was too small to 
attempt to label it with definitive site type.

Currently, most of the site is underwater. 
According to site maps, only a small portion of 
the site measuring ca. 80x40 m remains above 
water. vegetation consists of post oak trees with 
tall grasses along the shoreline. The surface is 
generally deflated and rocky, with some areas 
of sediment accumulation remaining upslope. 
A single shovel test was excavated in one of the 
few areas with sediment to a depth of 40 cm; it 
yielded two flakes.

CULTURAL MATERIALS OBSERvED

Cultural materials observed include more 
than 50 flakes, several tested cobbles, and a 
biface fragment. With the exception of two 
flakes, all of the cultural materials observed 
were found on the surface. The majority of the 
flakes were found in the beach gravels along the 
shoreline and were probably washed in from the 
submerged portions of the site.

ASSESSMENT

Most of the site has succumbed to erosion, with 
little remaining intact or undisturbed. Although 
artifact densities are somewhat high, there is little 
or no soil mantle left containing intact buried 
deposits; therefore, very little could be learned 

from further archeological work. Site 41HI111 is 
therefore recommended as ineligible for listing in 
the National Register of Historic Places.

41HI128

DESCRIPTION

Site 41HI128 is a Late Archaic open camp-
site situated along a north-south trending ridge 
just east of the Aquilla Creek floodplain (Figure 
9). It was originally recorded as x41HI112 by 
Skinner and Henderson (1972:28). Currently, 
the entire site is above water and will remain 
so after the reservoir pool is raised. The site 
is relatively large, measuring 230 m (north to 
south) by 100 m (east to west). vegetation con-
sists of clusters of elm, oak, and juniper trees, 
with a few black locust and mesquite trees. A 
majority of the site, however, is open pasture, 
with various grasses completely covering the 
ground surface. It is possible that this area was 
once cultivated on a regular basis, though the 
soil mantle remains intact. Twenty shovel tests 
were excavated across the site, 15 of which were 
positive. Currently, the area is used to run cattle, 
and County Road 2415 runs just along the north 
edge of the site.

CULTURAL MATERIALS OBSERvED

A total of 60 flakes and one hammerstone 
were recovered from the shovel tests. Cultural 
materials were recovered from every level, with 
some areas of the site being deeper than others. 
Certain areas of the site contained a very thin 
soil mantle, with shovel tests reaching a depth 
of only 10 cm. In other areas, shovel tests ranged 
between 70 and 90 cm deep. The average depth 
of the shovel tests across the site was 43.5 cm.

ASSESSMENT

Despite the lack of recovery of diagnostic 
artifacts, 41HI128 produced substantial lithic 
debitage. All materials recovered were from 
buried contexts, and, based on the recovery, the 
site appears to be well stratified. Because this 
site contains intact buried deposits with possibly 
discrete components and stratification, 41HI128 
is recommended as potentially eligible for list-
ing in the National Register of Historic Places. 
However, since the proposed pool raise will not 
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figure 9. Map of 41HI128.
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impact the site, additional subsurface testing is 
not recommended unless future undertakings 
adversely impact 41HI128.

41HI131

DESCRIPTION

Site 41HI131 is a lithic resource procure-
ment area along a ridge slope on the east side 
of Aquilla Creek ca. 350 m north/northwest of 
the FM 1534 bridge crossing on the east side of 
the channel. It was originally recorded as two 
sites—x41HI101 and x41HI104—by Skinner 
and Henderson (1972:27). The two sites were 
later combined and designated 41HI131 by 
Brown (1987). A 20-m-wide power line right of 
way bisects the site from east to west. Overall, 
the site measures ca. 250 m (north to south) by 
50 m (east to west). In areas of the site that have 
not been cleared, vegetation consists of post oak 
trees, tall grasses, and greenbrier. Many gravels 
and cobbles litter the surface of the landform, 
with the highest concentrations in the disturbed 
power line right of way. Due to the site’s presence 
on a natural outcropping of gravels, no shovel 
tests were excavated. 

CULTURAL MATERIALS OBSERvED

Several tested cobbles, hammerstones, and 
flakes were observed, as well as one core. 

ASSESSMENT

Despite the presence of artifacts indicating 
that 41HI131 is a lithic procurement site, the low 
density of artifacts and their surficial context 
suggest it is unlikely that further investigations 
would yield significant information. Therefore, 
41HI131 is recommended as ineligible for listing 
in the National Register of Historic Places.

41HI134

DESCRIPTION

Site 41HI134 is a Late Prehistoric open 
campsite on the banks of a meander loop of 
Hackberry Creek, 1.3 km north-northwest of 
the intersection of County Roads 2452 and 2453 
(Figure 10). vegetation around the site is a mix 
of elm and hackberry trees, with tall grasses. 

The actual size of the site is unknown. The site 
was originally recorded as x41HI44 by Skinner 
and Henderson (1972:33). Previous investiga-
tions yielded a single Caddo pottery sherd and 
lithic materials exposed in the cutbank along 
the stream. This suggests that the site is deeply 
buried, 1.0–1.5 m below surface.

CULTURAL MATERIALS OBSERvED

No cultural materials were observed on the 
surface or in any of the cutbank exposures along 
the stream.

ASSESSMENT

Based on the likelihood of the site con-
taining buried cultural deposits, mechanical 
trenching along with hand excavations should 
be conducted. Site 41HI134 is recommended as 
potentially eligible for listing in the National 
Register of Historic Places.

41HI135

DESCRIPTION

Site 41HI135 is an open campsite, lithic scat-
ter, and historic artifact scatter on a ridge on the 
north side of a east-west trending tributary of 
Aquilla Creek, 600 m north/northeast of the Old 
School boat ramp. It was originally recorded by 
the Texas Archeological Survey in 1982. Most of 
the site is now submerged, but a portion remains 
on a small ridge just above the reservoir level. 
vegetation in this area consists of mainly post oak 
trees and short grasses with a few juniper and 
mesquite trees. Due to fluctuating lake levels and 
wave action, much of the site along the shoreline 
has been completely eroded to the clayey subsoil 
and bedrock, and many large sandstone slabs are 
exposed on the surface. In topographically higher 
areas of the site, erosion has washed away much 
of the sediment or soil mantle as well. Because 
of this, shovel tests were not excavated.

CULTURAL MATERIALS OBSERvED

All artifacts recovered at the site were found 
on the surface. Cultural materials include 5–10 
fragments of burned rock, 5 flakes, and vari-
ous historic artifacts. Historic artifacts include 
several bricks, glass bottle fragments, 2 Rock-
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figure 10. Map of 41HI134.
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ingham ceramic fragments, 1 stoneware frag-
ment, and 1 snuff bottle fragment. No standing 
structures were observed in the vicinity.

ASSESSMENT

The site contains prehistoric and historic 
occupations, but more detailed ages are lack-
ing. It is unlikely that further investigations 
at 41HI135 would yield additional information 
regarding the age and function of the site, due 
to the low density of artifacts and disturbed 
context. Therefore, 41HI135 is recommended as 
ineligible for listing in the National Register of 
Historic Places.

41HI136

DESCRIPTION

Site 41HI136 is a lithic resource procure-
ment area on the upland, slope, and floodplain 
west of Aquilla Creek, ca. 1.2 km northeast of 
the Old School boat ramp. It was originally re-
corded as three sites—x41HI65, x41HI69, and 
x41HI70—by Skinner and Henderson (1972:22). 
The sites were later combined into a single site 
and designated 41HI136 (Brown 1987).  Cur-
rently, the remainder of the site is situated on 
a north-south trending ridge on the west side 
of the reservoir. Upon revisiting the remaining 
portion of the site, it was determined to be a 
lithic resource procurement site due to the pres-
ence of a gravel exposure. Numerous gravels 
and cobbles are exposed on the surface. It was 
difficult to get an accurate measurement of the 
overall size of the site, but old site maps have it 
mapped as being ca. 400 m (north to south) by 
50 m (east to west). 

CULTURAL MATERIALS OBSERvED

Two hammerstones and two tested cobbles 
were observed, along with an old washtub and 
wheelbarrow.

ASSESSMENT

Despite the presence of artifacts and natu-
rally occurring gravels indicating that the site 
was a lithic procurement area, it is unlikely 
that further investigations at 41HI136 would 
yield significant information due to the low 

density of artifacts and their surficial context. 
Therefore, the site is recommended as ineligible 
for listing in the National Register of Historic 
Places.

41HI146

DESCRIPTION

Site 41HI146 is a Late Archaic open camp-
site and lithic scatter along a north-south 
trending ridge just west of Aquilla Creek. It 
was originally recorded as two sites—x41HI96 
and x41HI97—by Skinner and Henderson 
(1972:26). The two sites were later combined 
into a single site and designated 41HI146 
(Brown 1987). Currently, the site is on a penin-
sula that was created as a result of impounding 
Aquilla Lake (Figure 11). The site measures ca. 
100 m (east to west) by 300 m (north to south) 
and sits 2.5 km north of the Old School boat 
ramp. Access to the peninsula was difficult, 
with several submerged tree stumps hidden 
beneath the surface of the lake and much of 
the shoreline covered in poison ivy, thick green-
brier, and dense brush. For these reasons, only 
four shovel tests were excavated onsite, three 
of which yielded cultural materials from the 
upper 20 cm of deposits. Due to its position on 
the lake, fluctuating lake levels and wave action 
have disturbed much of the site.

CULTURAL MATERIALS OBSERvED

Ten flakes and 2 burned rocks were recov-
ered from shovel tests in the upper 20 cm of sedi-
ment. In addition, 10 flakes, a ground stone tool 
fragment, and 2 hammerstones were observed 
on the surface.

ASSESSMENT

Despite the shallow depth of the site, 
41HI146 demonstrates a potential to have intact 
buried deposits based on the artifact recovery 
from shovel testing. Additional subsurface in-
vestigations potentially could gain significant 
archeological data about the remaining portion 
of the site. Site 41HI46 is recommended as po-
tentially eligible for listing in the National Reg-
ister of Historic Places. It is recommended that 
41HI146 receive additional subsurface testing 
to better understand the nature of the site.
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figure 11. Map of 41HI146.
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41HI148

DESCRIPTION

Site 41HI148 is a lithic scatter ca. 430 m 
west/southwest of the current FM 1947 bridge 
crossing on the north side of Aquilla Lake. The 
site measures 150 m (north to south) by 60 m 
(east to west). It was originally recorded as 
x41HI124 by Skinner and Henderson (1972:30). 
Subsequent investigations by Brown (1987) in 
1982 noted that the site was largely destroyed 
as a result of the construction of the current 
FM 1947 bridge. The current investigations 
noted tall grasses and small mesquite trees at 
the locale and confirmed that the site no longer 
exists. 

CULTURAL MATERIALS OBSERvED

No cultural materials were observed.

ASSESSMENT

Site 41HI148 was destroyed during the 
construction of the current FM 1947 bridge. It is 
therefore recommended as ineligible for listing 
in the National Register of Historic Places.

41HI149

DESCRIPTION

Site 41HI149 is a prehistoric open campsite 
and historic farm complex near the intersection 
of abandoned sections of County Roads 2467 
and 3440, ca. 600 m west/southwest of the FM 
1947 bridge crossing. It was originally recorded 
on the upland slope just west of Hackberry 
Creek (x41HI123 in Skinner and Henderson 
1972:30). In 1982 investigations by the Texas 
Archeological Survey extended the site to the 
south and onto a high terrace of Hackberry 
Creek. This work added a historic component 
to the site, an early-twentieth-century farm 
complex. It was noted that the site was very 
disturbed due to erosion, with little to no soil 
intact. 

vegetation consists of very tall grasses 
and with some hackberry, elm, mesquite, and 
black locust trees. Three shallow shovel probes 
were dug to determine the nature and depth of 
the soil mantle. All three encountered dense, 

black clay sitting directly on yellowish red clay, 
demonstrating that the site is very shallow. No 
additional shovel tests were excavated.

CULTURAL MATERIALS OBSERvED

No prehistoric cultural materials were 
observed. The only historic materials observed 
were an old bed frame and a section of iron pipe. 
Remnants of the livestock pens mentioned on 
earlier site forms are present but in very poor 
condition. 

ASSESSMENT

Because there is very little chance of this 
site containing intact, buried deposits, further 
subsurface testing is not needed. There is also 
little in the way of artifacts on the surface, 
which limits any interpretations that can be 
made about either site component. It is there-
fore recommended that 41HI149 be considered 
ineligible for listing in the National Register of 
Historic Places.

41HI150–153

DESCRIPTION

Site 41HI150–153 is a lithic scatter on an 
eroding ridge on the east side of Aquilla Creek, 
ca. 450 m east of the FM 1534 bridge crossing. It 
was originally recorded as four small lithic scat-
ters: 41HI150, 41HI151, 41HI152, and 41HI153 
(x41HI106, x41HI107, x41HI108, x41HI109 in 
Skinner and Henderson 1972:28). A Late Archa-
ic style dart point was collected from 41HI153 
(x41HI109) (Skinner and Henderson 1972:28). 
The current investigations noted that all four 
of the sites are within 300 m of each other and 
occupy the same landform. Because of this, they 
were re-recorded as one site. Measuring 300 m 
(northwest to southeast) by 150 m (northeast 
to southwest), 41HI150–153 is one of the larger 
sites in the project area. 

Currently, shoreline erosion from fluctuat-
ing lake levels and wave action have removed 
much of the sandy soil mantle, leaving many 
large cobbles and sandstone slabs exposed on 
the surface (Figure 12). As a result, no shovel 
tests were excavated; however, the occasional 
shovel probe was dug where patches of the 
soil mantle were intact. All revealed the thin 
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nature of those patches. vegetation throughout 
this area is dominated by post oak trees with 
the occasional juniper tree. various short and 
tall grasses cover much of the ground surface. 
Areas along the shoreline are covered with 
large piles of debris, demonstrating the impact 
lake-level fluctuations and wave action have 
on this site.

CULTURAL MATERIALS OBSERvED

All cultural materials were observed on the 
surface of the site. Materials include 30 flakes, 
4 hammerstones, and 1 biface fragment. The 
biface fragment is a small medial section and 
was not collected.

ASSESSMENT

Although prehistoric artifacts were observed 
at 41HI150–153, they were all on the surface 
and probably in a secondary context because 
there is no appreciable accumulation of sedi-
ment at this site. The potential for the site to 

yield significant archeological data is very low. 
Therefore, 41HI150–153 is recommended as 
ineligible for listing in the National Register of 
Historic Places.

41HI154

DESCRIPTION

Site 41HI154, an open campsite and historic 
artifact scatter at the end of the abandoned 
roadbed of County Road 2437, is now completely 
submerged by Aquilla Lake. It was originally 
recorded as two separate sites: a Late Archaic 
open campsite on a terrace and an upland lithic 
scatter just above and east of Aquilla Creek 
(x41HI73 and x41HI74 in Skinner and Hen-
derson 1972:23). In 1982 investigations by the 
Texas Archeological Survey combined the two 
sites into one site designated 41HI154. Based 
on the most recent mapping data, 41HI154 is 
completely underwater. The area of shoreline 
around the site is covered with thick grasses 
and a mix of hardwood trees. 

figure 12. view of erosion within 41HI150–153, typical of most sites along the lake margins.
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CULTURAL MATERIALS OBSERvED

Just above and along the shoreline, several 
historic artifacts were encountered, including 
whiteware, glass bottle fragments, and fencing 
materials. Farther from the shore, an old septic 
tank was found in the ground that measures 3 ft 
in diameter. The tank appeared to be filled with 
debris, so an accurate estimate of depth could not 
be gained. This suggests that a house was once 
present in the area, but other than a few bricks 
and the tank, no structural evidence remains.

ASSESSMENT

Due to the proximity of the historic site and 
the mapped location of 41HI154, the historic 
artifact scatter was incorporated into 41HI154, 
making it a multicomponent site. This expands 
the boundary of the site to 175 m (north to south) 
by 300 m (east to west). Although 41HI154 con-
tains both prehistoric and historic components, 
the prehistoric component is underwater, and 
the historic component is lacking in artifacts 
and structures. These factors limit the poten-
tial of the site to yield significant archeological 
data. Site 41HI154 is therefore recommended 
as ineligible for listing in the National Register 
of Historic Places.

41HI156

DESCRIPTION

Site 41HI156, a Late Archaic lithic procure-
ment site along a ridge west of Aquilla Creek 
(x41HI55 in Skinner and Henderson 1972:20), 
is now completely submerged. The site is ca. 
1.15 km east/southeast of the Old School boat 
ramp. vegetation is thin with only a few post oak 
trees and short grasses right at the shoreline. 
There is very little soil for plants to grow at this 
site because erosion has washed much of it off 
of the landform. Large wave-cut bank exposures 
along the shoreline demonstrate the extent 
of the erosion. Many large sandstone bedrock 
slabs, cobbles, and gravels litter the surface. As 
a result, no shovel tests were excavated. Dimen-
sions of the site are unknown because most of 
the site is underwater, and what is above water 
has been completely destroyed.

CULTURAL MATERIALS OBSERvED

No cultural materials were observed.

ASSESSMENT

Due to the complete lack of artifacts and lack 
of a soil mantle at this site, additional investi-
gations would yield little information. There is 
little to no archeological potential at 41HI156, 
and it is recommended that it be considered 
ineligible for listing in the National Register of 
Historic Places. 

41HI159

DESCRIPTION

Site 41HI159 (x41HI125 in Skinner and 
Henderson 1972:30) is a small open campsite 
on the edge of a high terrace overlooking Hack-
berry Creek from the west. Investigations by 
Lynott and Peter (1977) consisted of limited 
shovel testing across the site and eight ran-
domly placed excavation units. No subsurface 
cultural materials were recovered. Because 
very few lithic materials were recovered, and 
there was a large amount of secondary debris, 
the site was interpreted as a foraging station. 
Lynott and Peter (1977) acknowledged that this 
interpretation was somewhat biased due to the 
small assemblage, but they noted that with a 
more rigorous surface collection, this issue could 
be clarified.

Currently, the site is situated on the edge 
of open pastureland belonging to the U.S. 
Army Corps of Engineers, with a small clump 
of mesquite trees growing on the site. The 
eastern edge borders Aquilla Lake, and rising 
and falling lake levels and wave action have 
eroded a large portion of the site. Based on 
its location, it is possible that 41HI159 may 
have been impacted during the construction 
of the FM 1947 bridge, given that the site 
is only 280 m north of the north end of the 
bridge crossing. Only a small portion of the 
site, measuring 75x75 m, remains. A total 
of five shovel tests were excavated, with one 
yielding cultural materials. The soil mantle 
is very shallow, with none of the shovel tests 
going beyond 20 cm deep.
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CULTURAL MATERIALS OBSERvED

A single flake fragment and mussel shell 
fragments were recovered from one shovel test. 
No artifacts were observed on the surface or in 
the eroded section along the shoreline of the 
lake.

ASSESSMENT

The paucity of cultural materials and the 
lack of sediment demonstrate that much of the 
site has been destroyed. The potential for this 
site to yield significant archeological data is 
very low. Therefore, 41HI159 is recommended 
as ineligible for listing in the National Register 
of Historic Places.

41HI160

DESCRIPTION

Site 41HI160 is an open campsite and lithic 
scatter along a ridge overlooking Hackberry 
Creek from the northwest. It was originally re-
corded as x41HI137 by Skinner and Henderson 
(1972:32). Lynott and Peter (1977:39) utilized 
a series of shovel tests to determine site depth 
and dug eight test units to gain a representative 
sample of artifacts from the site. Only a limited 
variety of tools was recovered, suggesting that 
the site served as a foraging station (Lynott and 
Peter 1977:43). Currently, the site sits near the 
edge of Aquilla Lake ca. 1.75 km south of the 
intersection of County Roads 2431 and 2432. 
The landform is quite prominent with a deep 
erosional gully just to the east. vegetation in 
the area is a dense mix of hardwoods with tall 
grasses and greenbrier. Four shovel tests were 
excavated within the site with no cultural 
materials recovered. None of the shovel tests 
went deeper than 30 cm because dense clay was 
encountered.

CULTURAL MATERIALS OBSERvED

No cultural materials were observed.

ASSESSMENT

Because no cultural materials were ob-
served, the archeological potential of the site 
is very limited. As a result, 41HI160 is recom-

mended as ineligible for listing in the National 
Register of Historic Places.

41HI162

DESCRIPTION

Site 41HI162 is a Late Archaic lithic scat-
ter on a ridge just west of the Hackberry Creek 
channel. It was originally recorded as x41HI140 
by Skinner and Henderson (1972:32). The site 
is ca. 1.45 km south/southeast of the intersec-
tion of County Roads 2431 and 2432. Much of 
the area in and surrounding the site appears 
to have been cleared because there is little 
to no soil mantle. various thick grasses and 
a patchwork of mesquite trees cover the site. 
Dense hardwoods grow clustered closer to the 
lake shoreline. Eight shovel tests were exca-
vated, with none yielding cultural materials. 
The deepest shovel test was 30 cm and that 
was into dense clay.

CULTURAL MATERIALS OBSERvED

No cultural materials were observed or re-
covered at this site.

ASSESSMENT

Disturbances due to land-clearing practices 
likely explain the lack of artifacts and cultural 
deposits at 41HI162. Due to the absence of 
cultural materials, disturbed contexts, and the 
shallow nature of the site, it is unlikely that 
further investigations would yield significant in-
formation. Therefore, 41HI162 is recommended 
as ineligible for listing in the National Register 
of Historic Places.

41HI163

DESCRIPTION

Site 41HI163 is a Late Archaic open camp-
site occupying a floodplain rise on the north side 
of Hackberry Creek. It was originally recorded as 
x41HI142 by Skinner and Henderson (1972:33). 
The site is ca. 650 m northwest of the U.S. Army 
Corps of Engineers parking area at the end of 
County Road 2446. The area is an old cultivated 
field with only a few mesquite and black locust 
trees and tall grasses covering the landform. Be-
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cause erosion and past plowing have disturbed 
the site, no shovel tests were excavated. 

CULTURAL MATERIALS OBSERvED

No cultural materials were observed.

ASSESSMENT

The complete lack of artifacts, paired with 
the original site description of the area being a 
plowed field, suggests that very little, if any, of 
this site remains. Sandstone bedrock exposed on 
the surface indicates that the landform is eroded. 
Due to these factors, 41HI163 is recommended 
as ineligible for listing in the National Register 
of Historic Places.

41HI164

DESCRIPTION

Site 41HI164 was originally recorded as an 
open campsite on a Pleistocene terrace remnant 
just north of Hackberry Creek (x41HI134 in 
Skinner and Henderson 1972:31). The site is 
on what was once a cultivated field ca. 1.53 km 
west-northwest of the intersection of County 
Roads 2452 and 2543. Much the area is over-
grown with thick, tall grasses, but only a few 
trees. As with many other sites in similar en-
vironmental settings, erosion has taken its toll 
on the area. As a result, no shovel tests were 
excavated.

CULTURAL MATERIALS OBSERvED

No cultural materials were observed at this 
site.

ASSESSMENT

very little remains of this site as a result 
of erosion and twentieth-century farming ac-
tivities, and no discrete cultural components 
can be identified. Additional testing would not 
yield significant archeological data. Therefore, 
it is recommended that 41HI164 be considered 
ineligible for listing in the National Register of 
Historic Places.

41HI169

DESCRIPTION

Site 41HI169 is an open campsite on an 
upland divide between Hackberry Creek and an 
unnamed tributary. Brown (1987:I-6) noted that 
this site was originally recorded as x41HI166 by 
SMU, but the location of x41HI166 as depicted 
in Lynott and Peter (1977:32) is nowhere near 
the location of 41HI169, nor is there an SMU 
site form available for 41HI169 (or x41HI166) in 
the Texas Historical Commission’s Archeological 
Sites Atlas. Regardless, the site sits ca. 900 m 
northeast of the U.S. Army Corps of Enginners 
public access parking area at the end of County 
Road 2446, occupying the western point of the 
divide between Hackberry Creek and its un-
named tributary; it overlooks the floodplain of 
both creeks to the north, west, and south (Fig-
ure 13). vegetation consists of tall grasses with 
clusters of hardwoods, including mesquite, elm, 
and juniper trees. Eight shovel tests were exca-
vated, and seven recovered cultural materials. 
Cultural materials were recovered from near 
the surface to ca. 60 cm below surface. Overall, 
the site measures approximately 100 m (north 
to south) by 200 m (east to west) and appears 
to be well preserved with buried and intact 
cultural deposits.

CULTURAL MATERIALS OBSERvED

A total of 36 flakes were recovered from 
shovel tests, as well as a gar scale, mussel shell 
fragments, and fragments of burned rock.

ASSESSMENT

The presence of buried and intact cultural 
deposits suggests that significant archeological 
data could be gained regarding the functional 
and temporal aspects of the site. Based on 
these factors, it is recommended that 41HI169 
be judged potentially eligible for listing in the 
National Register of Historic Places. The site is 
above or outside of the proposed 6.5-ft pool raise; 
however, if future plans were to have an adverse 
impact on the site, it is recommended that ad-
ditional subsurface testing be conducted.
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41HI170

DESCRIPTION

Site 41HI170, an open campsite and lithic 
scatter on the east side of Aquilla Creek, is now 
submerged. It was originally recorded by the 
Texas Archeological Survey in 1983. The site is 
ca. 1.6 km southeast of the east end of the FM 
1534 bridge crossing. Current site dimensions 
are unknown because the site is underwater, 
but previous investigations mapped the site 
as 50x250 m. It is possible that a small part of 
this site exists above the conservation pool, but 
if so, it is only a small, highly eroded portion. 
Large post oak trees grow several meters away 
from the shoreline, and tall, thick grasses grow 
closer to the water’s edge. very little of the soil 
mantle remains intact, and as a result, no shovel 
testing was conducted. In portions of the highly 
eroded areas, gravel outcrops are exposed on the 
surface, though none of the gravels appeared to 
be modified or tested.

CULTURAL MATERIALS OBSERvED

No cultural materials were observed.

ASSESSMENT

With the creation of the reservoir, much 
of the site and soil mantle that could have 
contained buried cultural deposits was either 
washed away by wave action or completely sub-
merged. The absence of artifacts and overall lack 
of sediment demonstrate that very little could 
be learned from this site. Due to the lack of ar-
tifacts and integrity, 41HI170 is recommended 
as ineligible for listing in the National Register 
of Historic Places.

41HI171

DESCRIPTION

Site 41HI171, originally recorded as a lithic 
scatter on an upland slope (x41HI110 in Skinner 
and Henderson 1972:28), is currently underwa-
ter. Site dimensions were recorded as 50x50 m, 
with a few flakes found in the area. The site 
location is ca. 1.1 km southeast of the east end of 
the FM 1534 bridge crossing over the reservoir. 
vegetation consists of post oak trees, juniper 

trees, thick greenbrier, and patchy grasses. The 
only materials observed near the site during 
the current investigations were exposed gravels 
eroding out on the surface, none of which ap-
peared to be modified. Due to excellent surface 
visibility and lack of a soil mantle, no shovel 
tests were excavated.

CULTURAL MATERIALS OBSERvED

Because most, if not all, of the site is sub-
merged, no cultural materials were observed.

ASSESSMENT

There is no evidence of a prehistoric site 
remaining at this location. If one exists, it is 
underwater. For this reason, 41HI171 is recom-
mended as ineligible for listing of the National 
Register of Historic Places.

41HI172

DESCRIPTION

Site 41HI172 is an open campsite west of 
Aquilla Creek on a small upland ridge. It was 
originally recorded as x41HI100 by Skinner 
and Henderson (1972:27). Lynott and Peter 
(1977:100) excavated 13 shovel tests to de-
termine the subsurface nature of the site and 
concluded that much of the soil mantle had 
been removed by erosion. Due to the lack of 
diagnostic artifacts, a temporal designation 
could not be made. The limited variety of tools 
and low density of lithic debris suggested that 
the site was a foraging station (Lynott and 
Peter 1977:101).

The site is ca. 1.1 km northwest of the in-
tersection of FM 1534 and County Road 2123. 
Much of the site is overgrown with small elm 
saplings, junipers, and oaks with greenbriers 
and poison ivy. A historic well was also recorded 
in the northwest portion of the site near a large 
hackberry tree, but the well was not relocated 
during the current investigations. A total of 12 
shovel tests were excavated in and around the 
site to search for any buried cultural materi-
als. Of the 12 tests, 4 recovered lithic debitage. 
Most of the intact portion of the site, an area 
measuring 15x15 m, was found within a pocket 
of deep sand, with cultural deposits ranging 
from near the surface to 80 cm below surface. 
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Shovel tests outside of this pocket of sand only 
went to a depth of about 20 cm before encounter-
ing the clayey subsoil. Floodwaters and runoff 
have eroded much of the landform around the 
site, and wild hogs have rooted up much of the 
area as well.

CULTURAL MATERIALS OBSERvED

A total of 17 flakes and 1 utilized flake were 
recovered from the shovel tests. A fragment of 
burned rock was also found.

ASSESSMENT

Despite the presence of lithic debitage and 
intact buried deposits, the site lacks any type 
of diagnostic artifacts. In addition, it appears 
that the site lacks stratigraphy and the ability 
to yield discrete and meaningful components, so 
it is unlikely that further investigations would 
yield significant archeological data. Therefore, 
41HI172 is recommended as ineligible for 
listing in the National Register of Historic 
Places.

41HI173

DESCRIPTION

Site 41HI173, originally recorded in 1977 as 
a lithic scatter or chipping station just east of 
the Aquilla Creek channel, is now submerged. A 
subsequent site visit by the Texas Archeological 
Survey in 1983 referred to this site x41HI169 
(Brown 1987:I-6), though the SMU site form 
on file refers to the site as 41HI173. Regard-
less, the site is located ca. 1.4 km southwest of 
the intersection of FM 1947 and County Road 
2432 along a ridge that is currently underwa-
ter. Prior to inundation, the site was recorded 
as 200x50 m, following the small ridge down 
to the creek floodplain, but the current site 
dimensions are impossible to determine. Based 
on the current investigations, it is likely that 
the entire site is submerged. Tall grasses and 
post oak trees cover much of the landscape 
around the site location. Areas of the surface 
are highly visible and show signs of erosion, 
with hard-packed clayey subsoils and gravels 
exposed at the surface.

CULTURAL MATERIALS OBSERvED

No cultural materials were observed.

ASSESSMENT

The creation of the reservoir and subsequent 
wave action along the shoreline have destroyed 
any portion of the site that remained above the 
flood pool. Therefore, 41HI173 is recommended 
as ineligible for listing in the National Register 
of Historic Places.

41HI174

DESCRIPTION

Site 41HI174, a Late Archaic open campsite, 
is ca. 200 m east of Little Aquilla Creek. It was 
originally recorded as x41HI117 by Skinner 
and Henderson (1972:29). This site is located in 
the very northwest portion of the project area 
ca. 900 m southwest of the intersection of SH 
22 and County Road 2401. The site sits on a 
north-south trending ridge that slopes gradu-
ally south, but a large portion of the landform 
appears to have been cleared mechanically. A 
hearth was recorded as part of the site during 
the previous investigations but was not seen 
during the current investigations. Ten shovel 
tests were excavated across the site, and none 
yielded cultural materials. The deepest shovel 
tests went to 35 cm below surface, terminating 
on a dense, red clayey subsoil. A small, two-track 
road winds through the southern portion of the 
site, and this is the only location where cultural 
materials were observed on the surface.

CULTURAL MATERIALS OBSERvED

Ten flakes were found in the tracks of the 
road within the site. 

ASSESSMENT

The shallow nature of the site, few artifacts, 
the lack of buried artifacts, and disturbances 
demonstrate poor site integrity and a limited 
research potential. For these reasons, 41HI174 
is recommended as ineligible for listing in the 
National Register of Historic Places.
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41HI175

DESCRIPTION

Site 41HI175 is a surface lithic scatter along 
the western edge of Little Aquilla Creek. It was 
originally reocorded as x41HI116 by Skinner 
and Henderson (1972:29). The site is on a slight 
ridge ca. 650 m south of the intersection of SH 
22 and County Road 2401. vegetation consists 
of post oak trees, bois d’arc trees, juniper trees, 
greenbrier, poison ivy, and various grasses and 
vines. Twelve shovel tests were excavated across 
the site, with only three yielding cultural mate-
rials. Artifacts were recovered from just below 
surface to one meter deep. Soil depth throughout 
the area varied greatly, from 5 to 100 cm.

CULTURAL MATERIALS OBSERvED

Three flakes were recovered from shovel 
tests. One flake in shovel test TN015 was found 
80–100 cm below surface. The other flakes were 
from 0–20 cm and 20–40 cm below surface. No 
artifacts were observed on the surface.

ASSESSMENT

variation in soil depth and thickness across 
the site suggests that erosion has disturbed 
portions of the site. Cultural materials were 
recovered, but in very small numbers with re-
spect to the number of shovel tests excavated. 
Although some areas of the site contain intact, 
deep deposits, additional work would not likely 
yield significant archeological data because of 
the scarcity of artifacts. Site 41HI175 is there-
fore recommended as ineligible for listing in the 
National Register of Historic Places.

41HI180

DESCRIPTION

Site 41HI180 is a lithic scatter at the base 
of a slope and floodplain of Hackberry Creek. 
It was originally recorded as two small lithic 
scatters (x41HI130 and x41HI132 in Skinner 
and Henderson 1972:31). The site is west of 
Hackberry Creek and ca. 700 m north-north-
east of the boat ramp at the end of County Road 
2428. Notes from previous investigations stated 
that much of the area had been plowed. Cur-

rently, most of the area is overgrown with small 
hardwood saplings, tall grasses, poison ivy, and 
greenbrier. Observations of the wave-cut shore-
line revealed that the soil mantle is thin and 
eroded. Six shovel tests were excavated across 
the site, only two of which recovered cultural 
materials. Average depth of shovel tests was 
ca. 36 cm.

CULTURAL MATERIALS OBSERvED

Only two flakes were recovered during 
shovel testing, both of which were found in the 
upper 20 cm. 

ASSESSMENT

Despite the presence of buried cultural 
materials at 41HI180, the distribution of these 
artifacts is limited and there is little appreciable 
sediment accumulation at the site. It is unlikely 
that further investigations would yield signifi-
cant archeological data. Therefore, 41HI180 is 
recommended as ineligible for listing in the 
National Register of Historic Places. 

41HI181

DESCRIPTION

Site 41HI181 was originally recorded as a 
lithic scatter along a ridge to the east of Aquilla 
Creek by the Texas Archeological Survey in 1983 
(Brown 1987:I-6). With the creation of Aquilla 
Lake, the site is now situated near the shoreline 
of the lake, ca. 2.3 km north-northeast of the 
Old School boat ramp, although site forms and 
mapping data suggest that the site is under the 
current level of the reservoir. A small portion 
of the site could exist above the current lake 
level, but these nearshore areas are marshy, 
overgrown with tall grasses, and highly eroded 
due to wave action. These factors precluded the 
use of shovel tests.

CULTURAL MATERIALS OBSERvED

No cultural materials were observed.

ASSESSMENT

Due to the absence of artifacts and lack of 
contextual integrity, 41HI181 is recommended 
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as ineligible for listing in the National Register 
of Historic Places.

41HI184

DESCRIPTION

Site 41HI184 was originally recorded as a 
small upland lithic scatter (x41HI59 in Skin-
ner and Henderson 1972:21), but the original 
site form also states that this site was heavily 
disturbed by construction of a spillway, which is 
ca. 150 m north of the site. The current inves-
tigations revealed dense mesquite growth and 
incised gullies across the surface of the site. 
These characteristics suggest that the site is 
disturbed, probably from spillway construction. 
No shovel tests were excavated.

CULTURAL MATERIALS OBSERvED

No cultural materials were observed.

ASSESSMENT

Based on disturbances and the absence of 
artifacts, 41HI184 is recommended as ineligible 
for listing in the National Register of Historic 
Places.

41HI188

DESCRIPTION

Site 41HI188 was originally recorded as a 
small lithic scatter or chipping station (x41HI87 
in Skinner and Henderson 1972:25). It was 
situated on an upland slope, an area that later 
served as the spillway for Aquilla Lake. As a 
result, 41HI188 was completely destroyed by 
spillway construction.

CULTURAL MATERIALS OBSERvED

No cultural materials were observed.

ASSESSMENT

Site 41HI188 was destroyed by the construc-
tion of the spillway and no longer exists. It is 
therefore ineligible for listing in the National 
Register of Historic Places.

41HI189

DESCRIPTION

Site 41HI189 is a Late Archaic open camp-
site situated east of Aquilla Creek along a 
north-south trending ridge. It was originally 
recorded as x41HI93 by Skinner and Henderson 
(1972:26). The present location of the site is 
mapped right at the shoreline of the reservoir, 
200 m north of where the old road bed for County 
Road 2437 meets the lake. There were no dimen-
sions given for the site, but U.S. Army Corps of 
Engineer maps have the site measuring ca. 50 m 
in diameter. vegetation consists of thick grasses 
and vines with mesquite trees and a few other 
mixed hardwoods. Because the site is located 
on the shoreline, erosion from wave action has 
washed away much of the sandy soil mantle and 
exposed the clayey subsoil across most of the site. 
As a result, no shovel tests were excavated.

CULTURAL MATERIALS OBSERvED

A single flake was found on the surface near 
the water’s edge. In addition, a large mamma-
lian vertebra was recovered from the surface, 
but it is unknown if it is related to the site’s 
occupation.

ASSESSMENT

The lack of both cultural materials and in-
tact soil demonstrates limited research potential 
and poor site integrity. Additional investigations 
would yield very little, if any, significant archeo-
logical data on the site. Therefore, 41HI189 is 
recommended as ineligible for listing in the 
National Register of Historic Places.

41HI199

DESCRIPTION

Based on site forms, notes, maps, and 
site plottings, it is not clear which SMU site 
is represented by 41HI199. Brown (1987:I-7) 
noted that 41HI199 may represent SMU site 
x41HI128. Site x41HI128 in Skinner and Hen-
derson (1972:14) and the UTM coordinates for 
the site on the SMU site form place the site 
east of Hackberry Creek. The TARL and U.S. 
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Army Corps of Engineers plottings for this 
site, however, place it ca. 1.2 km east of Aquilla 
Creek and 1.4 km south of the intersection of 
FM 1534 and FM 1947. Equally as nebulous 
are the characteristics of the site. The SMU and 
later TAS site forms detail very little about the 
site’s size and cultural materials. The TARL and 
Corps plotted site location was visited during 
the current investigations. The locale is covered 
with a dense stand of post oak trees, juniper 
trees, greenbriers, various saplings, and some 
grasses. Much of the surface has been eroded, 
exposing numerous gravels and cobbles, result-
ing in excellent ground surface visibility. Many 
of the cobbles appear to be decent material for 
lithic tool production, but no culturally modified 
pieces were observed.

CULTURAL MATERIALS OBSERvED

No cultural materials were observed at this 
locale, though a small stock tank is present near 
the northwest boundary of the site.

ASSESSMENT

Due to the absence of archeological materi-
als and intact soil mantle, additional testing 
at this site would result in very little, if any, 
significant archeological data. Overall, though, 
it is unclear if this locale was ever recorded as 
a site. As a result, 41HI199 is recommended as 
ineligible for listing in the National Register of 
Historic Places.

41HI260

DESCRIPTION

Prior to the current investigations, there 
was little to no information about 41HI260 other 
than a site plotting on TARL and U.S. Army 
Corps of Engineers maps. The Texas Histori-
cal Commission’s Archeological Site Atlas has 
no site form for 41HI260 on file, although it is 
fairly clear based on the site number that it was 
not recorded by SMU or the Texas Archeological 
Survey. Presently, little is still known about this 
site. Site plottings place it on County Road 2415 
ca. 100 m south of the old Aquilla Creek bridge, 
which is no longer in use. This locale was visited, 
and much of the area is in the floodplain of Aq-
uilla Creek. vegetation across the site consists 

of thick brush with greenbriers, poison ivy, and 
a mix of hardwood trees. The presence of several 
push piles indicates a recent disturbance to the 
ground surface. All of these push piles are near 
the Corps fence line and are likely the result of 
brush clearing for access purposes.

CULTURAL MATERIALS OBSERvED

Eight shovel tests were placed in and around 
this area. The only object recovered was a small, 
questionable flake that was found among flood 
gravels in shovel test MC001. At the southern 
end of the site is a trash scatter, but based on 
the materials observed (oil filters, sheet metal, 
shoes, jars, paint cans, beer bottles), it appears 
to be a modern or recent deposit. It is possible 
that this trash dump was recorded as 41HI260, 
but this is only speculative. 

ASSESSMENT

Although designated as 41HI260, the cur-
rent investigations found little to no evidence 
that there was ever a site at this disturbed lo-
cale. Site 41HI260 is recommended as ineligible 
for listing in the National Register of Historic 
Places.

ASSeSSmentS And 
recommendAtionS

Of the 39 sites assessed in this report, 5 
(41HI74/114, 41HI128, 41HI134, 41HI146, 
and 41HI169) are recommended as potentially 
eligible for listing in the National Register of 
Historic Places (under Criterion D), pending 
additional investigations (Table 2).

Of these five potentially eligible sites, two 
sites—41HI128 and 41HI169—are situated 
outside of the proposed 6.5-ft pool raise and will 
not be impacted. Although they are potentially 
eligible, these sites do not warrant additional 
investigations unless the undertakings by the 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers change and will 
adversely impact these two sites. Site 41HI128 
is an upland site overlooking the floodplain of 
Aquilla Creek that appears to be deeply buried 
in some areas. These deeply buried cultural 
materials could represent discrete occupations 
at this site. Paired with the abundant artifacts 
recovered from the site, more information stands 
to be gained on upland sites in the Aquilla Creek 
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Table 2. Summary of site assessments for 39 archeological sites at Aquilla Lake

Site No. Site Class
Site Type and Temporal

Components *
Observed or Recovered

Cultural Materials

National
Register

Assessment
41HI74/114 prehistoric/

historic
Late Archaic open
campsite; historic
artifact scatter

ca. 120+ flakes, 2 dart point
fragments (1 Godley), 2 biface
fragments, 1 scraper, possible
ground stone tool fragments,
burned rocks, bottle glass,
window glass, whiteware,
stoneware, nails, and bricks

potentially
eligible

41HI75 prehistoric/
historic

Paleoindian through
Late Prehistoric open
campsite; historic house
site

21 flakes, 2 hammerstones,
burned rocks, possible hearth,
bottle glass, stoneware, butter
churn lid fragment

ineligible

41HI77 prehistoric Archaic to Late
Prehistoric open
campsite

lithic debitage, cores,
hammerstones

ineligible

41HI107/108 prehistoric Late Prehistoric lithic
scatter

2 flakes ineligible

41HI109/110 prehistoric Paleoindian through
Late Prehistoric lithic
scatter/lithic resource
procurement area

lithic debitage, 1 core ineligible

41HI111 prehistoric lithic scatter 50+ flakes, tested cobbles,
1 biface fragment

ineligible

41HI128 prehistoric Late Archaic open
campsite

60 flakes, 1 hammerstone potentially
eligible

41HI131 prehistoric lithic resource
procurement area

1 core, tested cobbles,
hammerstone, <10 flakes

ineligible

41HI134 prehistoric Late Prehistoric open
campsite

none potentially
eligible

41HI135 prehistoric/
historic

open campsite/lithic
scatter; historic artifact
scatter

burned rocks, 5 flakes, bricks,
glass bottle fragments, 2
Rockingham ceramic
fragments, 1 stoneware
fragment, 1 snuff bottle
fragment

ineligible

41HI136 prehistoric lithic resource
procurement area

2 hammertones, 2 tested
cobbles

ineligible

41HI146 prehistoric Late Archaic open
campsite/lithic scatter

20 flakes, ground stone tool
fragment, 2 hammerstones,
burned rocks

potentially
eligible

41HI148 prehistoric lithic scatter none ineligible
41HI149 prehistoric/

historic
open campsite/historic
farm complex

iron bedframe, iron pipe ineligible

41HI150–153 prehistoric lithic scatter 30 flakes, 4 hammerstones,
1 biface fragment

ineligible

41HI154 prehistoric/
historic

Late Archaic open
campsite; historic
artifact scatter

whiteware, glass bottle
fragments, wire fencing,
bricks, septic tank

ineligible

41HI156 prehistoric Late Archaic lithic
resource procurement
area

none ineligible

41HI159 prehistoric open campsite 1 flake fragment, mussel shell
fragments

ineligible
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Table 2, continued

Site No. Site Class
Site Type and Temporal

Components *
Observed or Recovered

Cultural Materials

National
Register

Assessment
41HI160 prehistoric open campsite/lithic

scatter
none ineligible

41HI162 prehistoric Late Archaic lithic
scatter

none ineligible

41HI163 prehistoric Late Archaic open
campsite

none ineligible

41HI164 prehistoric open campsite none ineligible
41HI169 prehistoric open campsite 36 flakes, 1 gar scale, mussel

shell fragments, burned rocks
potentially
eligible

41HI170 prehistoric open campsite/lithic
scatter

None ineligible

41HI171 prehistoric lithic scatter None ineligible
41HI172 prehistoric open campsite 17 flakes, 1 utilized flake,

burned rock
ineligible

41HI173 prehistoric lithic scatter none ineligible
41HI174 prehistoric Late Archaic open

campsite
10 flakes ineligible

41HI175 prehistoric lithic scatter 3 flakes ineligible
41HI180 prehistoric lithic scatter 2 flakes ineligible
41HI181 prehistoric lithic scatter none ineligible
41HI184 prehistoric lithic scatter none ineligible
41HI188 prehistoric lithic scatter none ineligible
41HI189 prehistoric Late Archaic open

campsite
1 flake, 1 mammalian vertebra ineligible

41HI199 prehistoric lithic scatter? none ineligible
41HI260 historic? possible historic artifact

scatter
1 flake, mid- to late-20th-
century trash dump

ineligible

41HI310 prehistoric lithic scatter lithic debitage, hammerstone,
core, possible ground stone tool
fragment, solarized glass
fragment

ineligible

41HI311 prehistoric lithic scatter 3 flakes, 2 battered stones,
1 tested cobble

ineligible

41HI312 historic hand-dug well corrugated sheet metal, milled
lumber, wire fencing

ineligible

* Temporal components are based on the recovery of diagnostic artifacts from current and previous
investigations.
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basin. Another upland site is 41HI169. The 
prominent landform the site occupies contains 
a relatively shallow or thin soil mantle, but ar-
tifact recovery within that zone was abundant 
across the site. Additional testing at this site 
could yield information about upland sites along 
Hackberry Creek.

The remaining three sites—41HI74/114, 
41HI134, and 41HIHI146—will be impacted 
by the pool raise and therefore should receive 
additional subsurface testing to determine their 
eligibility for listing in the National Register of 
Historic Places. Site 41HI74/114 contains many 
buried artifacts and possible buried features, 
such as hearths, based on burned rocks recov-
ered from several shovel tests. Site 41HI134 is 
a floodplain site in danger of being inundated 
by the proposed lake level raise. Previous in-
vestigations recommended that mechanical 
trenching take place at this site because of the 
possibly of deeply buried deposits. Because a 
Caddo sherd and lithic artifacts were recovered 
here from a cutbank exposure during the initial 
investigations in the 1970s, subsurface testing 

should be conducted to determine if deposits 
are intact and discrete. Information obtained 
at this site could add to the knowledge of Late 
Prehistoric occupations along the Hackberry 
Creek floodplain. Although only upland rem-
nants of 41HI146 remain, shovel testing and 
surface observations yielded many flakes and 
possible ground stone tools. Additional subsur-
face testing at this site could yield much more 
information on prehistoric Native American 
use of Aquilla Creek.

The other 34 sites are considered ineligible 
for National Register listing because they either 
lack cultural materials altogether or lack buried 
cultural materials from isolated, well-defined 
components. In many cases, these sites have 
been disturbed or destroyed by erosion and 
the creation of Aquilla Lake, and artifacts are 
so sparse that the sites cannot be interpreted 
with any confidence. Therefore, they do not have 
the capacity to yield information important for 
understanding the prehistory of the region, and 
it is recommended that no further archeological 
work be required.
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Table A.1. Shovel test results

Site Shovel Test Depth ( cm) Materials Recovered
Onsite Shovel Tests:

41HI74/114
MC023 35 0–20 cm: 4 flakes, burned rocks

20–35 cm: 3 flakes, 1 gar scale, 1 Godley point base
MC024 30 0–20 cm: 2 flakes

20–30 cm: 1 flake
MC025 40 0–20 cm: 11 flakes

20–40 11 flakes, burned rocks
MC026 30 0–20 cm: 7 flakes, burned rocks

20–30 cm: 1 burned flake
MC027 85 0–20 cm: 5 flakes, 1 glass

20–40 cm: 4 flakes, 2 glass, 1 bone
40–60 cm: 19 flakes, 1 glass
60–80 cm: 8 flakes, burned rock

MC028 80 0–20 cm: 4 flakes, 4 metal fragments, 2 nails, 1 glass
20–40 cm: 2 metal fragments, 5 flakes, 2 whiteware
40–60 cm: 3 metal fragments, 1 whiteware, 1 flake
60–80 cm: 5 flakes, 1 wire nail

MC029 100 0–20 cm: 1 window glass fragment, 1 bottle glass fragment,
1 flake

20–40 cm: 3 flakes, 1 whiteware, 1 brown glass fragment
40–60 cm: 3 flakes
60–80 cm: 4 flakes, 1 projectile point distal fragment,
burned rocks

80–100 cm: 3 flakes, possible ground stone
MC030 30 0–20 cm: 4 flakes, 1 biface, 4 glass frgments, 3 nails,

burned rocks
20–30 cm: 1 flake, 1 cut nail

MC031 70 0–20 cm: 5 flakes, 1 nail fragment, 1 brown glass fragment
20–40 cm: 1 possible ground stone
40–60 cm: burned rocks

MC032 55 0–20 cm: 5 flakes
40–55 cm: 2 flakes

41HI75
TN007 20 0–20 cm: 1 flake, 2 glass
TN008 20 0–20 cm: 5 flakes
TN009 20 0–20 cm: 2 flakes, burned rock
TN010 10 None
MC009 20 0–20 cm: 4 flakes, 2 glass
MC010 20 0–20 cm: 4 flakes, 1 glass

41HI107/108
TN040 20 None
TN041 30 None
TN042 30 0–20 cm: 1 flake

20–30 cm: 1 flake
TN043 20 None
MC052 30 None
MC053 30 None
MC054 25 None
MC055 35 None

41HI109/110
MC013 15 None
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Table A.1, continued

Site Shovel Test Depth ( cm) Materials Recovered
MC014 10 0–10 cm: 1 flake

41HI111
MC015 40 0–20 cm: 1 flake

20–40 cm: 1 flake
41HI128

TN005 70 40–60 cm: 1 burned flake
TN006 90 0–20 cm: 1 flake

40–60 cm: 1 flake
60–80 cm: 2 flakes
80–90 cm: 2 flakes

TN056 50 0–20 cm: 6 flakes
20–40 cm: 4 flakes

TN057 30 0–20 cm: 2 fence staples, 2 flakes
20–30 cm: 1 flake

TN058 10 0–10 cm: 2 flakes
TN059 35 0–20 cm: 4 flakes
TN060 50 0–20 cm: 4 flakes

20–40 cm: 1 flake
TN061 35 0–20 cm: 3 flakes
TN062 55 20–40 cm: 4 flakes

40–55 cm: 2 flakes
TN063 75 20–40 cm: 4 flakes

40–60 cm: 2 flakes
60–75 cm: 2 flakes

MC005 30 20–30 cm: 1 flake
MC006 25 None
MC007 10 None
MC008 60 0–20 cm: 2 flakes

20–40 cm: 1 flake
40–60 cm: 1 flake

MC067 30 None
MC068 50 0–20 cm: 1 flake

20–40 cm: 2 flakes
MC069 55 020 cm: 1 flake

20–40 cm: 1 flake
MC070 35 None
MC071 40 0–20 cm: 1 hammerstone, 2 flakes

20–40 cm: 1 flake
MC072 35 None

41HI146
TN011 30 None
TN012 20 0–20 cm: 6 flakes
MC011 40 0–20 cm: 1 flake
MC012 15 0–15 cm: 3 flakes, 2 burned rocks

41HI159
TN035 7 None
TN036 20 None
MC046 20 0–20 cm: 1 flake fragment, mussel shell fragments
MC047 20 None
MC048 10 None

41HI160
TN033 15 None
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Table A.1, continued

Site Shovel Test Depth ( cm) Materials Recovered
TN034 5 None
MC044 30 None
MC045 20 None

41HI162
TN029 28 None
TN030 0 None
TN031 20 None
TN032 5 None
MC040 30 None
MC041 30 None
MC042 20 None
MC043 10 None

41HI169
TN021 40 0–20 cm: 3 flakes, 1 burned rock, 1 mussel shell
TN022 35 0–20 cm: 4 flakes, 1 gar scale

20–35 cm: 2 flakes
TN023 40 0–20 cm: 1 flake
TN024 30 0–20 cm: 1 flake
MC033 30 None
MC034 40 0–20 cm: 5 flakes, burned chert, 1 mussel shell fragment,

burned rocks
20–40 cm: mussel shell fragments

MC035 60 0–20 cm: 2 flakes, 2 mussel shell fragments
20–40 cm: 5 flakes, 2 mussel shell fragments
40–60 cm: 12 flakes

MC036 30 0–20 cm: 1 flake, 2 mussel shell fragments
41HI172

TN025 7 None
TN026 10 None
TN027 69 0–20 cm: 1 flake

20–40 cm: 1 flake
60–69 cm: 1 quartzite flake

TN028 60 0–20 cm: 1 flake
20–40 cm: 1 flake
40–60 cm: 4 flakes

TN067 10 None
TN068 15 None
TN069 25 None
MC036A 20 None
MC037 20 None
MC038 85 20–40 cm: 1 flake

40–60 cm: 2 flakes
60–80 cm: 3 flakes, burned rocks

MC039 20 0–20 cm: 2 flakes, 1 utilized flake
MC077 20 None

41HI174
TN016 30 None
TN017 35 None
TN018 30 None
TN019 10 None
TN020 10 None
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Table A.1, continued

Site Shovel Test Depth ( cm) Materials Recovered
MC018 30 None
MC019 5 None
MC020 5 None
MC021 30 None
MC022 5 None

41HI175
TN013 15 None
TN014 32 None
TN015 100 80–100 cm: 1 flake
TN064 7 None
TN065 5 None
TN066 50 None
MC016 30 0–20 cm: 1 flake
MC017 65 20–40 cm: 1 flake
MC073 10 None
MC074 10 None
MC075 10 None
MC076 90 None

41HI180
TN037 25 0–20 cm: 1 flake
TN038 30 None
TN039 40 None
MC049 50 0–20 cm: 1 flake
MC050 40 None
MC051 30 None

41HI260
TN001 58 None
TN002 40 None
TN003 30 None
TN004 29 None
MC001 70 40–60 cm: 1 flake
MC002 20 None
MC003 None
MC004 30 None

41HI311
TN050 10 None
TN051 3 0–3 cm: 1 tested quartzite cobble
TN052 8 None
MC062 10 0–10 cm: 2 flakes, 2 battered stones, 1 tested cobble
MC063 10 None
MC064 10 None

Offsite Shovel Tests:

Survey Area 6
TN044 20 None
MC056 25 None

Survey Area 7
TN045 33 0–20 cm: 1 core fragment
TN046 25 None
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Table A.1, continued

Site Shovel Test Depth ( cm) Materials Recovered
TN047 20 None
MC057 30 None
MC058 30 None
MC059 30 None

Survey Area 2
TN048 32 None
TN049 24 None
TN053 2 None
MC060 40 0–20: 1 chain link
MC061 55 None
MC065 10 None

Survey Area 9
TN054 40 None

Survey Area 10
TN055 15 None
MC066 10 None
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